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Abstract

In recent years, analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) designed with voltage-

controlled oscillators (VCOs) have gained popularity due to their mostly

digital implementation, among other benefits. These analog-to-digital con-

version architectures can take advantage of the current miniaturization in

the complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technology, specif-

ically in terms of die area, power consumption and scalability. Further-

more, digital circuitry can be implemented in a semi-custom design flow

with available computer-aided design (CAD) tools, simplifying and making

less costly the design process. This dissertation proposes the development

and implementation of digital interfaces for capacitive microelectromechan-

ical systems (MEMS) microphones based on open-loop VCO-ADCs.

The design of open-loop VCO-ADC interfaces for sensors can be divided

into two different approaches. The first one is associated with the imple-

mentation of the input-signal-to-frequency conversion stage, which consists

of the oscillator and the circuit for the interconnection between sensor and

oscillator. This part of the converter translates the analog input signal vari-

ation, which is a voltage signal in a capacitive MEMS microphone, into a

frequency variation of the oscillator output signal. The design of this stage

is aimed to reduce the flicker and thermal noise contribution that limits

the ADC resolution. In the oscillator, these noise sources appear as phase

noise, which is demodulated after sampling as a low frequency noise. An-

other limiting factor inherent to the oscillator in open-loop architectures

is the non-linear relationship between input signal and output frequency.

Usually, the estimation of the degradation caused by these impairments

is done by transient simulations that consume a significant computational

time. This complicates the iterative optimization in terms of phase noise,

power consumption and area during the oscillator design process. In this

thesis is proposed a methodology based on periodic steady state (PSS) and

xi



Abstract

periodic noise (PNOISE) simulations that enables the oscillator iterative

optimization with reduced computational times.

The second approach in the design of open-loop VCO-ADCs for sensors

is related to the frequency-to-digital conversion stage. This fully digital cir-

cuit converts the frequency-encoded output of the oscillator into a digital

bitstream that reflects the ADC input signal variation. Among the most

important design goals of this block are the ADC resolution improvement

and the power-efficient implementation. This is addressed in this thesis

with the proposal of two different architectures for the VCO-ADC quanti-

zation circuit. One utilizes a time-to-digital converter (TDC) to improve

the converter resolution without increasing the noise shaping order or the

system sampling clock, while the other one is based on a novel power-

efficient coarse-fine quantization architecture.

To prove the feasibility of these VCO-ADC architectures for capacitive

MEMS microphones, two prototypes have been designed and implemented

in a 130 nm CMOS technology. The first application-specific integrated

circuit (ASIC) implemented is a VCO-based TDC architecture achieving

a dynamic range of 100 dB-A with an acoustic overload point (AOP) of

130 dBSPL. The second ASIC proposed is based on a data-scrambling

coarse-fine quantization circuit intended to mitigate synchronization and

metastability errors, which occupies an active area of 0.04 mm2 with a

power consumption of 240 µW and 97 dB-A of dynamic range in a normal

operating mode. In a reduced power mode it achieves 93 dB-A of dynamic

range with a power consumption of 77 µW.

xii



Resumen

En los últimos años, los convertidores analógico-digitales diseñados con

osciladores controlados por tensión han ganado una gran popularidad de-

bido a su implementación con circuitos mayormente digitales, entre otras

ventajas. Estas arquitecturas de conversión analógico-digital se benefician

de la miniaturización actual de la tecnoloǵıa CMOS, espećıficamente en

términos de área, consumo de potencia y escalabilidad. Además, los cir-

cuitos digitales pueden ser implementados de manera semi-automática con

las herramientas actuales de diseño asistido por ordenador, simplificando

y reduciendo los costos del proceso de diseño. Esta tesis propone el desar-

rollo e implementación de interfaces digitales para micrófonos MEMS de

tipo capacitivo empleando convertidores analógico-digitales implementados

con osciladores controlados por tensión.

El diseño de interfaces de conversión de datos de lazo abierto basadas

en osciladores para sensores se puede entender mediante dos enfoques difer-

entes. El primero de ellos está asociado con la implementación de la etapa

de conversión de la señal de entrada a frecuencia, la cual está conformada

por el oscilador y el circuito encargado de la interconexión entre el sen-

sor y el oscilador. Esta parte del convertidor traduce la variación de la

señal analógica de entrada, la cual es una tensión en el caso de micrófonos

MEMS de tipo capacitivo, en una variación de frecuencia de la señal de

salida del oscilador. El diseño de esta etapa está enfocado en la reducción

de los ruidos flicker y térmico que limitan la resolución del convertidor.

Tales ruidos aparecen en el oscilador en forma de ruido de fase, el cual

es demodulado después del muestreo como una componente de ruido de

baja frecuencia. Otro factor limitante que aparece en el oscilador en ar-

quitecturas de lazo abierto es la distorsión provocada por la no linealidad

entre la señal de entrada y la frecuencia de oscilación. Usualmente, la

estimación de la degradación causada por estas limitaciones is realizada

mediante simulaciones transitorias, las cuales consumen un tiempo com-
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putacional significativo. Esto hace que se complique el diseño basado en

la optimización iterativa de parámetros del oscilador tales como el ruido

de fase, el consumo de potencia y el área. En esta tesis se propone una

metodoloǵıa basada en simulaciones PSS y PNOISE para realizar una op-

timización iterativa del oscilador con un tiempo computacional reducido.

El segundo enfoque en el diseño de interfaces de lazo abierto basadas

en osciladores para sensores está relacionado con la etapa de conversión

de frecuencia a digital. Este circuito mayormente digital convierte la sal-

ida del oscilador codificada en frecuencia a una secuencia digital, la cual

es proporcional a la variación de la señal analógica de entrada del con-

vertidor. Entre los objetivos de diseño más importantes para este bloque

se encuentran la mejora de la resolución del convertidor y la optimización

del consumo de potencia. Esto es abordado en esta tesis a través de la

propuesta de dos arquitecturas diferentes para la conversión de frecuencia

a digital. La primera de ellas utiliza un convertidor tiempo-digital para

mejorar la resolución del convertidor sin incrementar el orden del confor-

mado de ruido o la frecuencia del reloj del sistema, mientras que la segunda

se basa en una arquitectura novedosa de cuantificación gruesa-fina de bajo

consumo.

Para demostrar la viabilidad de las arquitecturas de conversión de datos

propuestas para micrófonos MEMS de tipo capacitivo, se han diseñado e

implementado dos prototipos en tecnoloǵıa CMOS de 130 nm. El primer

chip implementado está basado en la arquitectura del convertidor tiempo-

digital, el cual alcanza un rango dinámico de 100 dB-A con un punto de

sobrecarga acústica de 130 dBSPL. El segundo chip propuesto incorpora

un circuito de cuantificación grueso-fino con robustez frente a errores de

metaestabilidad y sincronización. Éste ocupa un área activa de 0.04 mm2

con un consumo de potencia de 240 µW, alcanzando un rango dinámico

de 97 dB-A en un modo de operación normal. En un modo de operación

de potencia reducida alcanza un rango dinámico de 93 dB-A consumiendo

sólo 77 µW.
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Introduction

Motivation and objectives

In 2020, if we want to eat Spaghetti alla Carbonara, we can ask Siri®, or

a different voice assistant, where the nearest Italian restaurant is. The

speech-recognition engines can help us in finding an address, scheduling

events or simply answering our questions, just by using devices like our

smartphone or a smartwatch. Such common situations today are possible,

in part, by the evolution of the voice processing algorithms and the progress

of miniaturized high-performance microphone sensors. The popularity of

these small microphones has increased last years due to its use in mobile

devices, wearables, active noise cancellation, in video recording applications

or to conform beamforming arrays, where more than two microphones are

included in the same device to detect sound in a particular direction while

blocking the undesired sound originated from other directions.

These acoustical sensors are usually implemented with microelectrome-

chanical systems (MEMS). To have a fully functional MEMS microphone

we need to connect the MEMS acoustical sensor to an application-specific

integrated circuit (ASIC), in which a CMOS readout circuit is imple-

mented. This way, the MEMS sensor acts as a transducer to convert the

sound pressure level into an analog signal, proportional to the measurand

changes. Then, with the readout circuit, the analog signal generated in

the sensor can be conditioned and converted to a digital sequence, in order

to be post-processed with a system-on-chip (SoC) or a microcontroller. In

general, current trends in the development of audio acquisition interfaces

lead to a reduction in area and power consumption, without sacrificing

the high acoustic performance. These requirements are mainly imposed

by the nature of use of the devices in which the MEMS microphones are

integrated, that is, portable devices with a critical battery running time
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and a small form factor.

The shrinking of modern deep submicron technologies in CMOS very

large-scale integration (VLSI) circuits leads to an efficiency improvement

in the digital circuitry. The main benefits are the reduced power consump-

tion, the higher operating speeds and the smaller die area. In 1965 Gordon

E. Moore published an article in which he predicted that the number of

transistors in a dense integrated circuit (IC) will continue to growth expo-

nentially [1]. This is known as Moore’s law, and it states that the number of

transistors in a single silicon chip doubles about every two years. Moore’s

law still applies in 2020 with advanced CMOS manufacturing techniques

reaching the current 5 nm CMOS fabrication process. However, this tech-

nology downscaling impose a voltage supply reduction, limiting the voltage

headroom of transistors. Moreover, the noise, the mismatch and the gain

of the transistors are affected. These issues make it increasingly difficult

to design analog circuitry [2]. Because of this, in recent years there has

been a trend to implement analog-to-digital converter (ADC) designs with

a mostly digital architecture, replacing the functionality of analog circuits

with digital circuitry.

Time-encoding technique [3, 4] is a good candidate to overcome the

limitations of the classical voltage-encoding systems, like the traditional

sigma-delta (Σ∆) modulators. In time-encoding-based ADCs the informa-

tion contained in the analog input signal is encoded into the frequency, or

another time property, of a two-level signal, which can be post-processed

with pure digital sub-systems. By doing this, the area and power con-

sumption of the ADC can be improved, taking advantage of the CMOS

technology downscaling.

A time-encoding ADC for a MEMS microphone can be implemented

with a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), whose frequency will be mod-

ulated according to the changes in the MEMS acoustical sensor. Then,

the oscillation frequency variation can be tracked with a digital circuit to

generate the output bitstream. In addition to the mostly digital implemen-

tation characteristic, another benefit of using an oscillator-based MEMS

sensor readout circuit is shown in Figure 1. In contrast to the classical ap-

proach, which is usually implemented with switched-capacitor sigma-delta

(SC-Σ∆) modulators (Figure 1(a)), in the oscillator-based MEMS readout

circuit, the current of the sensor interface stage can be reused in the oscil-
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MEMS 
Sensor

preamplifier

SC-ΣΔ  

VDD1 VDD2
IDD1 IDD2

(a)

MEMS 
Sensor

sensor interface

OSC-ADC

VDDA

IDDA

IOSC = IDDA

VDDD

IDDD

(b)

Figure 1: MEMS sensor readout circuit: (a) classical approach; (b)

oscillator-based approach.

lator (Figure 1(b)). This preamplifier equivalent block can be implemented

in an oscillator-based ADC with a transconductance stage or a source fol-

lower, to provide the impedance conversion needed between MEMS sensor

and oscillator.

The aim of this thesis is the design and implementation of digital in-

terfaces for capacitive MEMS microphones using oscillator-based ADCs.

In general terms, we first analyse some basic concepts behind the MEMS

microphones and the time-encoding technique. Then we propose two dif-

ferent architectures for the digital circuit that tracks the oscillator fre-

quency changes, focusing on ADC resolution improvement and low power

consumption. Finally, we discuss the implementation and measurement re-

sults of two CMOS ASIC prototypes covering the proposed architectures.

Thus, the main research objectives of this thesis are the following:

■ Analysing the phase noise and non-linearity influence on the oscillator-

based ADC dynamic range.

■ Proposing a valid method for the optimization of the oscillator em-

bedded in a time-encoding ADC, reducing the simulation time.
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■ Developing a flicker noise mitigation technique for single-ended ring

oscillators interfacing sensors in a differential configuration.

■ Proposing high-resolution and power-efficient VCO-based ADC ar-

chitectures suitable for capacitive MEMS microphones.

■ Implementing the proposed VCO-based ADC architectures in 130 nm

CMOS prototypes.

Dissertation outline

This document is divided in four parts with the following outline:

■ Part I. Oscillator-based MEMS microphones: A general introduc-

tion.

Chapter 1 presents a general introduction to capacitive MEMS micro-

phones in single and dual backplate configurations. The time-encoding

technique and, in particular, the open-loop VCO-based ADC is introduced

as an alternative to replace the traditional voltage-encoding systems used

in MEMS microphone readout circuits.

■ Part II. Open-loop oscillator-based ADC architectures for capacitive

MEMS microphones.

Chapter 2 proposes a reference model of open-loop oscillator-based

ADCs for instrumentation. A methodology to estimate the oscillator per-

formance considering phase noise and non-linearity influence is provided.

A flicker noise mitigation technique equivalent to chopping in conventional

switched-capacitor circuits is applied to a single-ended ring oscillator driven

by a differential capacitive sensor.

Chapter 3 analyses the resolution improvement achieved with a delay-

line-based time-to-digital converter (TDC) employed for the phase quan-

tization of a VCO-based ADC. The influence of circuits impairments like

clock jitter and mismatch on the proposed architecture is also studied.

Chapter 4 introduces a novel data-scrambling-based coarse-fine archi-

tecture intended for a power-optimized implementation of the VCO-based
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ADC quantization circuit. The scrambling technique is applied to mitigate

errors associated to metastability and asynchrony between coarse and fine

circuitry.

■ Part III. Experimental results.

Chapter 5 shows a 130 nm CMOS prototype implementation designed

to interface a capacitive MEMS microphone. The operating principle of

fabricated ADC is based on the delay-line TDC solution addressed in Chap-

ter 3, which allows a resolution improvement without increasing the system

clock frequency or the noise shaping order.

Chapter 6 describes a second VCO-based ADC prototype implemen-

tation in a 130 nm CMOS process, also designed to interface a capacitive

MEMS microphone. The implemented ASIC uses the coarse-fine architec-

ture introduced in Chapter 4 for the phase quantization of a ring oscillator,

showing lower power consumption and reduced die area when compared to

prior art audio ADCs.

■ Part IV. Conclusion.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and discusses some future

activities to extend the research work presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

System level considerations of capacitive

MEMS microphones and open-loop

VCO-based ADCs

1.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the main characteristics of capacitive MEMS mi-

crophones and describes the typical readout circuit for these capacitive sen-

sors. A special emphasis is placed on the basic model of the oscillator-based

ADC and its equivalence with the first-order Σ∆ modulator.

Depending on feedback usage, oscillator-based ADCs can be classified

in open-loop or closed-loop architectures [5,6]. In closed-loop configuration,

the oscillator is embedded into a feedback loop together with a digital-to-

analog converter (DAC) [7–10]. The existence of a DAC in the loop does

not imply extra resolution if compared with the open-loop architecture, but

the effect of the oscillator non-linearity in the ADC output is mitigated.

However, some of these implementations require complex data-weighted

averaging (DWA) or DAC linearity calibration techniques [11–13]. In con-

trast, the open-loop topology does not use feedback, and consequently

there is no DAC to be calibrated [14–16]. This means that the complete

range of the oscillator tuning curve is employed and therefore, the oscil-

lator non-linearity would affect the ADC performance. Nevertheless, the

linearity obtained with open-loop oscillator-based ADCs may be tolerable

for low cost digital microphones without applying linearity enhancement

techniques [17]. The time-encoding ADC implementations proposed in this

dissertation are based on open-loop architectures.
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1.2 Overview of capacitive MEMS

microphones

A microphone is a transducer that converts the acoustic waves into elec-

trical signals, which can be amplified as an analog signal or post-processed

with an ADC. According to the sensing mechanism, the microphones can be

mainly classified into moving coil [18, 19], piezoelectric [20, 21], piezoresis-

tive [22, 23], optical [24, 25] and capacitive [26, 27] sensors. In the moving

coil topology, also known as dynamic microphones, a coil attached to a

diaphragm within a magnetic field is displaced, inducing an electric cur-

rent according to the sound waves variation. In the piezoelectric type, the

acoustic pressure generates electric charges at the microphone plates, while

in the piezoresistive devices, the sound pressure variation induces changes

in the electrical resistance of the piezoresistive material in the microphone

membrane. In optical microphones the sound is converted to an electrical

signal by sensing the intensity of a light incident on a reflective diaphragm.

In the case of capacitive microphones, the acoustic stimuli changes the ca-

pacitance between diaphragm and backplate, which can also be translated

to an electrical signal.

Last years, capacitive microphones have gained a great popularity in

mobile phones and virtual assistants applications due to the low noise

level, the flat frequency response and the high sensitivity, as well as its

miniaturization in MEMS devices.

1.2.1 Basics of capacitive sensors

The simplest capacitive sensor includes two overlapping parallel metal

plates with a dielectric material placed between the plates, as shown in

Figure 1.1(a). The capacitance (C) of this ideal structure can be estimated

as

C =
kϵ0A

d
, (1.1)

where ϵ0 is the permittivity of the free space, equals 8.85 x 10−12 F/m, A

is the overlapping area of the plates, d is the distance between the plates

and k is the relative permittivity of the insulating material.
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A

d

dielectric

(a)

dN-Δd dP+Δd

(b)

Figure 1.1: Ideal parallel-plates capacitor-based sensor: (a) single-ended

and (b) differential configuration.

To use a capacitor as a sensing element, either the area (A) or the dis-

tance (d) between the plates can be controlled by the measurand. In the

first case, one of the plates remains fixed while the other one changes its

position respect to the horizontal axis. This way, the linear relationship

between the capacitance (C) and the overlapping area (A) reflects the mea-

surand variation. The second approach is based on the displacement of one

of the plates along the vertical axis according to the measurand changes,

which modifies the distance between the plates (d) and consequently, the

sensor capacitance (C) variation.

The sensitivity of this configuration can be improved by using a third

moving metal plate placed between the original parallel plates, as illus-

trated in Figure 1.1(b). This results in a differential sensing architecture

in which, according to the vertical shift of the central plate (∆d), the ca-

pacitance values CP and CN of opposite sign will vary as follows:

CP =
kϵ0A

dP +∆d
, (1.2)

CN =
kϵ0A

dN −∆d
. (1.3)

1.2.2 SBP and DBP capacitive MEMS microphones

A capacitive MEMS microphone is generally composed of a flexible mem-

brane and a perforated rigid metal backplate, as shown in the simplified

cross-section of Figure 1.2(a) [27]. Both, membrane and backplate form a
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reference chamber of constant pressure. The sound pressure reaching the

membrane through the microphone hole will change the membrane position

proportionally to the pressure relationship between the reference chamber

and the sound waves. This membrane displacement changes the distance

between membrane and backplate, and therefore the capacitance of the

sensor is modified according to Equation 1.1, similarly to the ideal par-

allel plates capacitor of Figure 1.1(a). The sensor capacitance variation,

which is proportional in frequency and amplitude to the sound applied,

can be converted into an electrical signal with a readout circuit, as will be

described below.

backplate

membrane hole

(a)

top backplate

bottom backplate

(b)

Figure 1.2: Simplified cross-section of: (a) SBP and (b) DBP MEMS mi-

crophones.

The configuration shown in Figure 1.2(a) corresponds to the single back-

plate (SBP) MEMS microphone. This structure presents the linearity lim-

itation inherent to single-ended systems. To overcome such limitation,

the capacitive MEMS microphone can be built in a differential configu-

ration, similar to that shown in the basic capacitive sensing representa-

tion of Figure 1.1(b). The double capacitor architecture is known as a

dual backplate (DBP) MEMS microphone and its cross-section is shown

in Figure 1.2(b) [28]. It is composed of an additional backplate electrode,

resulting in the capacitors formed by the top backplate and the flexible

membrane, and by the bottom backplate and the same moving membrane,

which allows even order harmonics cancellation.

Some benefits of using a DBP MEMS microphone instead of a SBP
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architecture are reported in [29]. According to the presented results, the

total harmonic distortion (THD) at 125 dBSPL is significantly reduced from

2 % in the single-ended sensor configuration to 0.2 % in the DBP case. In

addition, the acoustic overload point (AOP), corresponding to a 10 % THD,

is extended in 3 dB for the DBP MEMS. A 4 dB sensitivity improvement

is achieved with the DBP sensor, which is mainly given by the possibility

of applying a higher biasing voltage compared to a SBP microphone. This

implies an increasing of 1.5 dB in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), despite

the additional noise introduced by the second backplate.

Typically, a MEMS microphone and a readout ASIC are bonded to-

gether and embedded in an acoustic package, as shown in Figure 1.3

[27, 28, 30]. The acoustic package is composed of a printed circuit board

(PCB), which provides the electrical connections, and a metal lid to guar-

antee that the sound is only detected by the sensor via the acoustic port.

The acoustic package plays a key role on the acoustical response of the

microphone, which is heavily influenced by the lid back volume, and the

disposition and size of the acoustic port.

MEMS  

ASIC

PCB

Acoustic port

Package

(a)

Acoustic port

(b)

Figure 1.3: Simplified cross-section of a MEMS microphone and a readout

ASIC inside of an acoustic package with: (a) bottom or PCB acoustic port

and (b) top or lid acoustic port.
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In the case of the acoustic package of Figure 1.3(a), the acoustic port

through which the sound pressure impacts against the microphone mem-

brane is placed at the PCB bottom. Here, the reference pressure is es-

tablished by the lid back volume. In contrast, in the configuration of

Figure 1.3(b), the acoustic port is placed at the metal lid top, and the

reference pressure is given by the back volume between the membrane and

the inner surface of the PCB.

Figure 1.4(a) shows the simplified electrical model of a SBP MEMS

microphone. This model is composed of the main sensor capacitance and

other parasitic components that must be considered. The MEMS variable

capacitance, which is sensed between the backplate (bp) and the mem-

brane (m) pads, is represented by the variable capacitor C. The resistance

of backplate and membrane, both made of poly silicon, is denoted by Rbp

and Rm, respectively. The leak resistance between the membrane and the

backplate, Rm-bp, is in the gigaohms order and it can be neglected. The

remaining capacitances Cm-bp, Cm-s and Cbp-s are the parasitic capacitances

between the three pads of the SBP MEMS microphone.

In the case of a DBP MEMS microphone, due to the addition of an

extra backplate, there are two main sensor capacitors of opposite variable

capacitance, CP and CN, as represented in Figure 1.4(b). Regarding the

parasitic components, here Rt-bp and Rb-bp represent the top and bottom

backplates resistance, respectively. The other parasitic contributions are

similar to those described for the SBP MEMS, but considering the dif-

ferent pad structure of the DBP architecture. To model mechanical and

electrostatic forces in the MEMS, an accurate model needs to be used [31].

The MEMS-ASIC interconnection inside the acoustic package is re-

sponsible for other important parasitic contributions. Figure 1.5 shows the

electrical model of the bonding parasitics. Both capacitors (Cpad) repre-

sent the parasitics between the pads of the MEMS and the ASIC with the

substrate. The inductance and the resistance of the bonding wire is repre-

sented by Lwire and Rwire, respectively. The parasitic values provided with

the model are just a typical approximation, and they can vary according

to the MEMS microphone realisation.
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Sensor

Rm-bp

Rbp

Rm

backplate (bp)

membrane (m)

substrate (s)

Cm-bp

Cm-s

Cbp-s

C

(a)

Sensor

Rm-t_bp

Rt_bp

Rm

top backplate (t_bp)

membrane (m)

substrate (s)

Cm-t_bp

Cm-b_bp

Ct_bp-s

bottom backplate (b_bp)

CP

CN Rm-b_bp

Rb_bp
Cb_bp-s Cm-s

(b)

Figure 1.4: Electrical equivalent model of: (a) SBP and (b) DBP MEMS

microphones.

CPAD
100 fF

LWIRE
1 nH CPAD

100 fF

RWIRE
0.1 Ω 

Figure 1.5: Electrical equivalent model of bonding parasitics.
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1.2.3 MEMS microphone readout circuit

The most typical solution to convert the microphone capacitance variation

into a linear voltage signal, that depends on the acoustic pressure level, is

by applying a constant charge to the MEMS capacitor. This is achieved by

biasing the MEMS membrane with a high-bias voltage, usually provided by

a charge pump, and by connecting the MEMS backplate to a high-ohmic

resistance, as shown in Figure 1.6 [32,33].

The MEMS sensitivity of this configuration depends on the membrane

bias voltage, which is commonly in the 6–9 V range [30]. The backplate

high-ohmic resistance, which is in the gigaohms order, will set the com-

mon mode of the preamplifier. In the case of a digital microphone, the

output of the preamplifier is digitized with an ADC and depending on the

requirements of the audio application, the digital DATA output can be

post-processed, to be translated into a specific bit format at a certain data

rate.

SensorC

Charge Pump

RHO

Vbias

gain

Preamplifier

ADC DATA

Figure 1.6: Digital MEMS microphone typical readout circuit.

As mentioned in the Introduction, this thesis is focus in the develop-

ment of novel time-encoding architectures for the ADC block of Figure 1.6,

which represent a promising alternative to replace the conventional data

converters commonly used in these microphone readout circuits. By em-

ploying the time-encoding approach, the area and power consumption of

the readout ASIC can be substantially optimized. Also, the converter can

work with reduced supply voltages. These are all increasingly important

requirements as the presence of such devices in modern voice applications

increases.
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1.3 Principles of Σ∆ modulators and noise

shaping

The ADCs can be classified into two main categories according to the sam-

pling frequency, that is, the Nyquist-rate and the oversampled data con-

verters. The Nyquist-rate converters meet the Nyquist-Shannon sampling

theorem, in which, to avoid aliasing, the sampling frequency should be

higher than twice the input signal bandwidth (fs > 2BW ). Nyquist-rate

converters process each input sample individually regardless the previous

samples. This leads to a direct correspondence between input and output

data. The performance of this type of converters is often limited by the

accuracy of their analog components, which in many cases may limit the

effective number of bits (ENOB).

Last years, the oversampled data converters have gained a great popu-

larity in overcoming the resolution limitation of the Nyquist-rate ADCs at

higher conversion speeds [34, 35]. One of the main characteristics of this

category of ADCs is that the sampling frequency is much higher than the

Nyquist bandwidth (fs >> 2BW ). The relationship between the sam-

pling frequency and the Nyquist bandwidth is given by the oversampling

ratio (OSR):

OSR =
fs

2BW
. (1.4)

In contrast to the Nyquist-rate ADCs, in the oversampled converter

an individual output sample depends on all the previous input samples,

without a direct relationship between input and output data. Also, the

high resolution of the oversampled data converters does not relies on the

matching accuracy of analog components, but in the addition of extra

digital circuits, which improve with the technology scaling and the circuit

faster operation. One of the most important advantages of the oversampled

ADCs is that the noise power spectral density (PSD) can be decreased

by increasing the OSR, which limits the in-band noise. In such ADC

architectures, the quantization noise can be shifted out of the band of

interest, by modulating the quantization error, which is usually known as

the noise shaping property.

Figure 1.7(a) shows a basic oversampled single-stage Σ∆ modulator
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used as an ADC [36]. It is composed of a feedback loop including a loop

filter, a quantizer and a sampler. To simplify the analysis, Figure 1.7(b)

shows the linear equivalent model of a first-order discrete-time sigma-delta

(DT-Σ∆) modulator, where the quantizer is replaced by an adder that

adds the quantization error eqn. According to Equation 1.5, the digitized

output yout is composed of a delayed sample of the input signal xin and

a differentiation of the quantization error eqn, which allows the mitigation

of the quantization noise at frequencies well below the system sampling

frequency.

yout(n) = xin(n− 1) + eqn(n) − eqn(n− 1) (1.5)

In the z-domain the noise output of this configuration corresponds to

Q(z) = (1− z−1)Eqn(z), (1.6)

where the filtering function 1 − z−1 represents the noise transfer function

(NTF). This NTF is basically a high pass filter that reduces eqn at fre-

quencies close to 0, but maximizes the noise at frequencies close to half

the system sampling frequency (fs/2). Similarly to the NTF, the signal

transfer function (STF) represents the effect of the Σ∆ input signal on the

converter output.

xin

clk

Loop 
filter

yout

(a)

Xin(z) Yout (z)

Eqn (z)

1
z-1

(b)

Figure 1.7: (a) Basic single-stage Σ∆ modulator; (b) first-order DT-Σ∆

modulator linear model.
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Figure 1.8(a) illustrates the simplest diagram of a first-order continuous-

time sigma-delta (CT-Σ∆) modulator, including an integrator as a loop

filter, a quantizer and a 1-bit DAC. The maximum signal-to-quantization

noise ratio (SQNR) that can be achieved with this topology can be defined

by

SQNR = 6.02 ·N + 1.76− 5.17 + 30 · log10(OSR), (1.7)

where N represents the equivalent number of bits of the converter [37].

The accuracy of the converter, and hence the SQNR, can be improved

by means of high-order loop filters, which allow high-order noise shaping.

This can be done by adding extra integrators and feedback paths to the

system of Figure 1.8(a), as shown in Figure 1.8(b) for a second-order Σ∆

modulator example, with a NTF equals (1 − z−1)2. This results in the

maximum SQNR of Equation 1.8.

SQNR = 6.02 ·N + 1.76− 12.9 + 50 · log10(OSR) (1.8)

However, the resolution increasing achieved with higher-order modu-

lators can be limited by stability problems. To palliate these problems,

xin

clk

yout

DAC

∫  

(a)

xin

clk

yout

DAC

∫  

DAC

∫  

(b)

Figure 1.8: (a) First-order and (b) second-order CT-Σ∆ modulator.
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a multi-stage noise shaping (MASH) topology is often used [38]. In such

modulators, a secondary stage is added to digitize the error of a primary

stage. Then, a filter at the output of each stage is placed to cancel the

occurrence of the first stage error at the ADC combined output. This way,

according to the ADC realisation, the SQNR could be improved for exam-

ple, as in a fourth-order single loop modulator, but presenting the stability

of a second-order Σ∆.

Basically, Σ∆ modulators can be realised with DT-Σ∆ or CT-Σ∆ ar-

chitectures. Analysing both approaches it can be concluded that CT-Σ∆

implementations usually present lower power consumption than DT-Σ∆

ADCs, which are usually implemented with switched-capacitor circuits.

Moreover, a SC-Σ∆ requires operational amplifiers and high speed DACs

for the operation, which also impacts negatively the power consumption.

Nevertheless, SC-Σ∆ modulators offer higher tolerance to clock jitter than

the CT-Σ∆ architectures [39].

1.4 Time-encoding ADCs

The progress of VLSI circuits in recent years has led to a CMOS tech-

nology downscaling into the nanometre range. This scaling is increasingly

imposing some challenges to the design of high performance analog ICs.

In particular, the supply voltage reduction complicates the design of the

analog circuitry. However, this technology downscaling impacts positively

the digital circuits in terms of scalability, frequency and power consump-

tion. This benefit can be used in favour of the time-encoding technique,

which is becoming a strong alternative to the classical voltage-encoding

systems [3, 4]. In time-encoding-based circuits some time domain prop-

erties of a digital signal, like delay, period or duty cycle, is modulated

according to a voltage, or a current input signal. As a consequence, this

kind of systems can emulate the operation of classical analog circuits, but

with a mostly digital implementation, with all its associated advantages.

The basic schema of a time-encoding ADC is shown in Figure 1.9.

Here, a frequency-encoding approach has been selected to describe the

operation of this conversion technique. First, in the frequency encoder

block, the voltage input signal x(t) is encoded into the frequency of the two-
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x(t) y[n]

Frequency to 
digital converter

(decoder)

clk

w(t)

Frequency 
encoder

Figure 1.9: Basic schema of a time-encoding ADC.

level signal w(t). This is basically a voltage-to-frequency conversion, and

it can be extended to a current-to-frequency or a reactance-to-frequency

conversion, in case the input signal is a current or a reactance, respectively.

Then, the frequency-modulated analog signal w(t) is sampled, typically

with an OSR >> 1. After sampling, a decoder implements the frequency-

to-digital conversion, in which, the digital sequence y[n] corresponding to

the ADC input signal is generated.

The voltage-to-frequency conversion is usually realised with a VCO.

Similarly, a current-controlled oscillator (CCO) is employed for the current-

to-frequency conversion. A good candidate circuit to implement both VCO

and CCO is the ring oscillator (RO). The RO topology has proved a very ef-

ficient performance when used in VCO-based ADCs, presenting an accept-

able phase noise, especially for the single-ended delay configuration [40].

Figure 1.10 shows a possible implementation for a RO. It consists of

a set of interconnected delay stages, which invert the signal propagating

along the ring. Note that every delay stage has one output phase asso-

ciated and therefore, the signal w(t) in Figure 1.9 could be replaced by

a multi-phase output, increasing this way the ADC resolution, as will be

explained below. The oscillation frequency depends on the delay time of

each inverting stage and the number of stages. The delay of a single stage

is set by the signal applied and the capacitive load of the next stage.

A RO can be designed with single-ended or differential delay stages.

The single-ended configuration presents better power consumption while

the differential delay architecture has a good rejection to the supply noise.

Another difference lies in the number of inverting stages. The single-ended

delay architecture must be implemented with an odd number of stages,

while in the differential case the number of stages can be even. In this

dissertation we use exclusively the single-ended-based delay configuration,
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VDD

1 2 N

w1 w2 wN-1 wN

Figure 1.10: N-phase RO based on a single-ended delay configuration.

or a stacked variant, for the proposed ADC architectures and the simulation

examples. Also, the CMOS prototypes presented in Part III are based on

this RO configuration.

A particular attention deserves the oscillator design process, which aims

to phase noise and linearity optimization. The following chapter discusses

a suitable design methodology for the oscillator in VCO-ADCs.

The frequency-to-digital converter block of Figure 1.9 can be realised

with a counting digital circuit and registers. This part of the system will

count the oscillation periods, either by detecting the rising or falling edges

in the oscillator, generating a digital number that represents the ADC

analog input signal. Some basic oscillator counting architectures will be

introduced in the following section.

1.4.1 The VCO-based ADC

A VCO-ADC can be modelled by using two different approaches. One of

them is presented in this section and it considers the equivalence with tradi-

tional Σ∆ modulators. The second approach relies on the pulse-frequency

modulation (PFM) theory [41, 42], which is addressed in Section 3.2 of

this document. Before introducing the model description of a VCO-ADC

as a first-order Σ∆ modulator, we first need to discuss the VCO phase
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integrator model.

An oscillator without frequency modulation (i.e., an ideal oscillator with

fixed frequency) can be modelled with the system of Figure 1.11(a). Here,

the integral of the rest angular frequency (w0 = 2πf0) is the oscillator accu-

mulated phase, which becomes infinite due to the always positive behaviour

of the oscillation frequency. In a real implementation, the oscillator output

can be a sinusoidal or a square waveform, therefore the integrated phase

cannot be infinite and must be “packaged” between 0 and 2π. To consider

this in the model, the phase wrapper block translates the infinite phase to

its equivalent in the range aforementioned, which is similar to a modulo 2π

operation. The output waveform shaper block models the composition of

the oscillator output waveform from the wrapped phase. In the case of a

square waveform, which is preferred over a sinusoidal signal for the ease of

use with digital circuits, the operation of this block could be similar to a

comparator, wherein, if the wrapped phase is between 0 and π the output

is 1 (or high level), while if it is between π and 2π the oscillator output is

0 (or low level), for example.

f0
2π  ∫  Phase wrapper 

(Mod 2π)

Output 
waveform 

shaper

w(t)

(a)

kVCO

v(t)
2π  ∫  

f0

+ Phase wrapper 
(Mod 2π)

Output 
waveform 

shaper

w(t)

(b)

Figure 1.11: VCO model with: (a) fixed and (b) variable oscillation fre-

quency.

For a varying-frequency oscillator like a VCO, the model for the fixed

frequency oscillator can be adapted, as shown in Figure 1.11(b). The VCO

instantaneous oscillation frequency f(t) is defined by

f(t) = f0 + kV CO · v(t), (1.9)

where f0 is the rest frequency, v(t) is the voltage input signal and kV CO
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is the oscillator gain, expressed in Hz/V. Note that in absence of input

signal (v(t) = 0) the instantaneous oscillation frequency corresponds to

the rest frequency. Equation 1.9 is valid only for an oscillator with an

ideally linear behaviour. In practice, high-order non-linear terms of the

voltage-to-frequency conversion need to be considered for a more realistic

description of the VCO operation. This is analysed with more details in

the oscillator design methodology presented in Section 2.4.

The phase integrator model for a VCO-ADC is still incomplete if only

the blocks of Figure 1.11 are considered. Due to the modulo 2π operation it

is not possible to infer the complete phase accumulation for a certain period

of time just from the VCO output w(t). By checking w(t) it is only possible

to distinguish between wrapped phase cases above or below π. The actual

phase integration can be done with a digital counter that tracks the integer

number of oscillation periods within a specified time. This counter can be

implemented either to detect just a single-edge or a dual-edge polarity

of the VCO output. Although sometimes the realisation of a single-edge

responsive counter is simpler in terms of area and power consumption,

a better resolution is achieved with the dual-edge implementation, which

detects smaller quantization steps.

Now the phase integrator model can be used to approximate the VCO-

ADC operation to the first-order Σ∆ modulator. The system of Figure 1.12

is equivalent to that of Figure 1.8(a), wherein the signal integrator has

been replaced by the VCO phase integrator model and the feedback loop

operation by the first-order difference (1-z−1).

Some intuitive equations for the Σ∆ equivalent system of Figure 1.12

can be found in [3]. Such equations corroborate that, like in a conventional

Σ∆ modulator, the converter output sequence is composed of the input

signal averaged, v(t) in our example, and the quantization noise, which is

first-order shaped by the high-pass filtering function 1-z−1.

kVCO

v(t)
2π  ∫  

f0

+
y[n]

fs

1-z-1

VCO phase integrator model

Figure 1.12: VCO-ADC as a first order Σ∆ modulator.
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1.4.1.1 Single-phase VCO-based ADC

Figure 1.13 shows one of the basic practical implementations for a single-

phase open-loop VCO-ADC. The number of VCO pulses, which is propor-

tional to the VCO frequency, is measured with a digital counter. The first-

order difference is implemented through the reset feature of the counter.

At every clock rising edge the value of the counter is registered first, and

then, the counter is reset. This way, the sampled value in the register

corresponds to the number of VCO edges during a sampling period and

therefore, it represents the input signal quantized with a multi-bit digital

sequence.

clk(t)

VCO Counter

reset

Register
v(t) w(t)

b0
b1
b2

bn
y[n]..

.

Figure 1.13: Single-phase open-loop VCO-ADC with a reset counter.

Note that whether the single or dual-edge quantization approach is

used in the counter, the system operation is the same but with a different

resolution. The minimum number of bits to avoid overflow or saturation in

the counter is defined by the relationship between the maximum oscillation

frequency and the system clock frequency.

Depending on the system sampling frequency, the implementation of

Figure 1.14 could be a simpler alternative to replace the counter architec-

ture depicted before. The VCO output can be sampled with a D-type Flip

Flop. Then, the first difference is done with an XOR gate that compares

the current sample with the previous sample saved in the second Flip Flop.

In this case, both rising and falling VCO edges are detected, and in contrast

with the previous system, the ADC digital output is a single-bit sequence.

This alternative implementation is valid only when the system sampling

frequency is higher than twice the maximum VCO oscillation frequency.

The resolution achieved with these single-phase implementations may

not be sufficient depending on the requirements of the ADC application.
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VCO
v(t) w(t)

D Q D Q

clk(t)

y[n]

Figure 1.14: Single-phase open-loop VCO-ADC with an XOR-based de-

coding.

A possible way to improve resolution in the system of Figure 1.13 could

be the use of a very high oscillation frequency. This would have a negative

impact on the ADC power consumption and in the bit width of the counter,

which also results in an extra power dissipation. A similar solution could

be applied to the architecture of Figure 1.14, but in addition to the power

consumption increasing, a very high frequency clock would be required for

a proper decoding of the VCO output data.

Still with a single-phase VCO implementation, a suitable method to

improve resolution is the use of a delay line connected at the oscillator

output, as shown in Figure 1.15. The VCO signal is delayed a time tdi
at every delay unit, which results in an artificial method to increase the

effective sampling frequency without modifying the system clock frequency.

A more in-depth analysis of this quantization architecture and details about

its silicon implementation can be found in Chapters 3 and 5, respectively.

VCO
v(t) w(t)

y[n]

wd1(t) wd2(t) wdN(t)

delay line

td1 td2 tdN

Decoding & Differentiatorclk(t)

Figure 1.15: Single-phase open-loop VCO-ADC with a delay line.
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1.4.1.2 Multi-phase VCO-based ADC

Another alternative to improve the ADC resolution is the use of an os-

cillator with multiple outputs, like the RO presented in Figure 1.10. The

RO presents a multi-phase output with a set of identical square waveforms

shifted in time. This can provide a better precision for the VCO phase

quantization. For example, in an 11-stage RO the quantization step is

2π/11 radians if only the rising edges are detected or π/11 radians when

both edges are counted, in contrast with the basic VCO single-phase ar-

chitecture, wherein the minimum quantization step is π when both edges

are considered.

Figure 1.16 shows a multi-phase implementation for a VCO-ADC us-

ing the XOR-based decoding architecture, similar to that depicted in Fig-

ure 1.14 for the single-phase approach. Here, both rising and falling edges

in the RO outputs can be encoded with a reduced digital circuit in a multi-

bit sequence.

+
w1(t)

y[n]v(t) w2(t)

wN-1(t)

wN(t)

D Q D Q

D Q D Q

D Q D Q

clk(t)

D Q D Q

Figure 1.16: Multi-phase open-loop VCO-ADC with an XOR-based decod-

ing.

Although this configuration provides better phase resolution than the

system of Figure 1.14, it may be limited by the system clock frequency.

For typical audio clock rates from tens of kilohertz to few megahertz, the
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number of RO stages should be greatly increased to achieve a good ADC

resolution.

Depending on the application and the ADC requirements, a better com-

promise between area, power consumption and resolution could be achieved

with the multi-phase architecture shown in Figure 1.17. In this implemen-

tation, a counter is connected to every RO output phase.

In contrast with the system of Figure 1.13, the counters are simpler be-

cause the reset feature can be replaced by a modulo arithmetic operation

in the decoding and differentiator block to compute the first-order differ-

ence after sampling. This architecture can be optimized in terms of power

and area by using an equivalent coarse-fine configuration, in which, same

resolution can be obtained by using a pivotal counter and a phase register.

A detailed discussion about this quantization approach can be found in

Chapter 4. Also, a CMOS prototype intended for a MEMS microphone

readout circuit based on a novel coarse-fine architecture is presented in

Chapter 6.
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Figure 1.17: Multi-phase open-loop VCO-ADC with counters.
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1.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced the two basic configurations of the ca-

pacitive MEMS microphones, that is, the SBP and the DBP architectures.

Depending on the audio ADC implementation, the DBP MEMS could be

preferred due to better THD, SNR and dynamic range (DR).

A phase integrator model of a VCO has been used to show the equiva-

lence between the mostly-digital VCO-ADC architecture and the first-order

Σ∆ modulator. Finally, some basic practical implementations for single-

phase and multi-phase VCO-ADCs have been analysed. The single-phase

delay line architecture and the multi-phase approach including an opti-

mized solution for the counters array will be discussed in detail in next

chapters.
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Chapter 2

Small signal equivalent of open-loop

oscillator-based ADCs

2.1 Introduction

As introduced in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, an emerging solution

to implement readout circuits for capacitive MEMS microphones are the

oscillator-based ADCs. They are noise-shaped architectures, wherein the

information is encoded into the frequency of a digital signal instead of a

voltage. Even operating with lower supply voltages, the figure-of-merit

(FoM) obtained with the oscillator-based approach is similar to that of

switched-capacitor oversampled data converters, making them even more

competitive [40, 43]. Oscillator-based ADCs are mainly composed of an

analog core which acts as an interface with the MEMS sensor, and a

digital core, which performs the quantization of the oscillator frequency-

encoded signals. Whereas the design of the digital part is usually focused

on the ADC resolution, the power consumption and the robustness against

metastability and other impairments, the analog core design is influenced

by the noise sources that degrade the oscillator performance.

In this chapter we present a reference model of the open-loop oscillator-

based ADC for instrumentation, on which the data converters proposed

in this dissertation are based. We give a brief description of the analog

interfaces employed for the interconnection between MEMS sensor and

oscillator. Since the oscillator plays a key role in the performance of this

kind of systems, an oscillator design methodology is described considering

its main noise contributions and the non-linearity limitation. By using this

method, a DR estimation example for a RO is provided. Finally, a flicker
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noise reduction technique applied to oscillator-based readout circuits where

the sensor is connected as the load of an oscillator is presented in detail.

The oscillator design methodology is based on the input referred phase

noise model published in [44]. The proposed architecture for the flicker

noise reduction has been published in [45].

2.2 Reference model of open-loop

oscillator-based ADCs for

instrumentation

Figure 2.1 shows the generic multi-bit architecture of an open-loop oscillator-

based ADC employed in instrumentation applications. For illustrative pur-

poses and to establish a binding with the capacitive MEMS microphones

presented in Chapter 1, here the sensor is shown as a variable capacitance,

but the sensed magnitude can also be translated into a resistance or an

inductance variation.

Oscillator

Sensor

x(t)

y[n]

Frequency to 
digital 

converter

clk

w1(t)

w2(t)

wn(t)

(a)

Sensor 
Interface

Sensor

v(t)/i(t)x(t)

Oscillator
y[n]

Frequency to 
digital 

converter

clk

w1(t)

w2(t)

wn(t)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Oscillator-based ADC architecture for instrumentation applica-

tions: (a) sensor connected as the load of an oscillator; (b) sensor connected

via an analog interface.
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There are two possibilities to modulate the oscillator frequency de-

pending on the sensed impedance variation. According to Figure 2.1(a),

the sensor can be directly connected as the load of an oscillator. This

allows the modulation of the oscillation frequency by any change in the

reactance of the sensor. The main advantage of this configuration is that

an analog interface is not required for the MEMS interconnection. Despite

this, such implementation is not preferred due to the sensor parasitics,

which may have a negative impact on the oscillator performance. In addi-

tion, to achieve a good sensitivity and an acceptable oscillator phase noise

by using this configuration in MEMS microphones, more complex MEMS

sensors presenting a multi-capacitor structure would be required .

The second solution is based on the sensor interconnection with the

oscillator via an analog interface, as shown in Figure 2.1(b). This way,

a voltage (v(t)) or a current (i(t)) signal proportional to the sensor stim-

uli is generated to control the oscillation frequency. This analog sensor

interface can be seen as an impedance converter. One of the benefits of

this configuration is that the MEMS parasitics are not determinant in the

interconnection between the sensor and the oscillator.

Both approaches in Figure 2.1 can be implemented either with a single-

phase or a multi-phase oscillator and its quantization can be done with

any of the architectures presented in Chapter 1 for the frequency-to-digital

converter, to get a first-order noise-shaped digital output proportional to

the ADC input signal.

2.3 Sensor interface architectures

The architecture of the audio ADC prototypes presented in this dissertation

is based on the configuration shown in Figure 2.1(b). The first prototype

uses a voltage-driven oscillator approach, while the second one implements

a current-driven oscillator configuration. In the voltage-driven oscillator

topology a source follower (SF) buffer is used as analog sensor interface.

For the current-driven configuration, the interface between MEMS sensor

and oscillator is implemented with a transconductance stage (Gm). This

section provides an overview for both sensor interface configurations.
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2.3.1 Source follower

Figure 2.2 shows the common drain amplifier configuration. This is a

voltage buffer wherein the input signal is applied to the gate terminal

and the output is generated at the source terminal, with a low output

resistance. It is also known as source follower because the source node

follows the signal applied to the gate node. The dc level of the SF output

is shifted from the input signal dc level by an offset that depends on the

gate-source voltage (Vgs). This is a feature that enables its use also in

level shifters. In practical implementations of this buffer, the small-signal

voltage gain would be closer to unity and limited by the body effect.

VDD

xi(t)

Vgs

vo(t)

M0

Figure 2.2: NMOS common-drain amplifier or source follower.

In a VCO-ADC, the oscillator can be connected as the load of the SF,

as shown in Figure 2.3 for NMOS and PMOS configurations. In both cases,

M0 acts a voltage buffer that adapts the high-impedance input signal x(t)

coming from the sensor, into the low-impedance signal v(t) that controls

the oscillation frequency. The dc operating point of the SF is established

by the gigaohms order bias resistor represented as RHO. This topology

implies no extra current dissipation in the oscillator, since the current of

the SF is reused by the VCO.

The SF can be employed either in a single-ended (Figure 2.3) or a

pseudo-differential (Figure 2.4) VCO-ADC configuration. In Figure 2.4

it is assumed a sensor with a differential output, like the DBP MEMS

microphones depicted in Chapter 1. If the sensor to be used has a single-

ended output, but still a differential VCO-ADC is needed, a single-ended

to differential converter circuit should be considered.
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VDD

x(t)

v(t)

VCO

Vbias

RHO
M0

(a)

x(t)
v(t)

RHO

VCO

VDD

M0

Vbias
(b)

Figure 2.3: Oscillator connected as the load of a common drain amplifier:

(a) NMOS source follower; (b) PMOS source follower.

VDD

xp(t)

VCOP

Vbias

RHO
M0

xn(t)

VCON

Vbias

RHO
M1

Figure 2.4: VCO-ADC pseudo-differential configuration interface with

NMOS source followers.

2.3.2 Transconductance stage

The output voltage of the MEMS sensor can be converted into a current by

using the CMOS differential pair with resistive source degeneration archi-

tecture shown in Figure 2.5. Here, Rgain is used to linearize the voltage-to-

current transfer function. This resistor will change the voltage of the source

nodes in the differential pair, reducing this way the transconductance.

The Gm architecture can be used in a CCO differential configuration,

as shown in Figure 2.6. The current sources generate the ibias current from

a bandgap current reference. The ibias set the rest oscillation frequency
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VDD

Rgain

M0 M1

ibias ibias

xip(t) xin(t)

iop(t) ion(t)

Figure 2.5: CMOS differential pair with source degeneration resistor.

(f0) in both CCOs. Like in the SF operation, the gigaohms order biasing

resistors are needed to read the sensor output voltage.

bandgap
reference

VDD

M0 M1 M2

Rgain

M3 M4

Vbias Vbias

RHO RHO

ibias ibias

current sources

CCOP CCON

xp(t) xn(t)

ip(t) in(t)

Figure 2.6: Basic transconductance stage employed in a VCO-ADC.
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The presented Gm architecture is compatible with single-ended and

differential sensors. If a single-ended sensor similar to a SBP MEMS mi-

crophone is connected to this Gm, one of their inputs have to be at a fixed

potential. Note that, the operation with a differential CCO configuration

is guaranteed even with a single-ended sensor.

2.4 Oscillator design methodology

In the practical implementation of an oscillator-based ADC for instru-

mentation similar to that presented in Figure 2.1(b), the oscillator block

deserves special attention. As in a conventional ADC, the performance is

limited by thermal and flicker noise. This circuit noise appears as phase

noise in the oscillator, affecting the SNR. Another performance limiting

factor in open-loop configuration that needs to be considered is the non-

linear relationship between the input signal and the oscillation frequency.

This effect limits the ADC dynamic range for large input signals.

If the oscillator of Figure 2.1(b) is assumed as a noiseless oscillator,

the output signal wi(t) should be a pure square waveform, with its output

spectrum composed only of Dirac deltas at the oscillation frequency and

the odd harmonics, as shown in Figure 2.7(a) in blue. Under this assump-

tion, the ADC output spectrum of Figure 2.7(b) would only exhibit the

quantization noise introduced by the frequency-to-digital converter and the

corresponding tone if a sinusoidal input is applied. Finally, as shown in

Figure 2.7(c), for an amplitude sweep of the input signal, the ADC dynamic

range would be limited only by quantization noise.

However, circuit noise in the oscillator will result in random variations

of the oscillation frequency. This is known as phase noise and it appears

at the oscillator output spectrum around f0 and its harmonics, as shown

in Figure 2.7(a) in red. The phase noise can be mistaken for the frequency

variation induced by the input signal. Consequently, this phenomenon will

have a negative impact on the ADC accuracy. Phase noise is demodulated

at the output, after sampling, as a low frequency noise, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.7(b). This low frequency noise will limit the ADC resolution for low

bandwidth applications.

The non-linear relationship between the oscillation frequency and the
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input signal will produce harmonic distortion components at the output

spectrum of the converter, as shown in Figure 2.7(b) in brown. Therefore,

both non-ideality conditions in the oscillator, phase noise and distortion,

limit the ADC dynamic range as depicted in Figure 2.7(c). Due to this,

a careful design of the oscillator embedded in the oscillator-based readout

circuit for instrumentation applications is needed.

This section addresses some considerations about the phase noise in

oscillator-based ADCs and presents a RO dynamic range prediction exam-

ple based on the methodology introduced in [44].

w(f)

ff0 3f0

(a)

Y[Ω]

Ωfx

2fx
3fx
4fx

Ideal oscillator

Noise limitation

Distortion limitation

(b)

S
N

D
R

 (
dB

)

Input signal (dBSPL)

(c)

Figure 2.7: Impact of oscillator phase noise and distortion on the first-order

ADC of Figure 2.1(b): (a) spectrum of wi(t); (b) ADC output spectrum;

(c) ADC dynamic range for an input signal sweep.
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2.4.1 Input referred phase noise model

According to the IEEE STD 1139-2008 [46], the standard measure to be

used in the characterisation of the phase noise is

L(f) ≡ 1

2
Sϕ(f), (2.1)

where, Sϕ(f) is the one-sided PSD of the phase fluctuations represented

as ϕ(t). The Sϕ(f) is expressed in [47] as a contribution of different noise

process, being

Sϕ(f) =
∑︂

bβf
β, (2.2)

where b is a constant defined by the noise level, and β is an exponent

that accounts for the noise type and is defined in the range [-4;0]. These

independent noise contributions can be graphically represented as five in-

dividual segments with different slopes, as shown in the Leeson’s model of

Figure 2.8 [46–48]. In the case of oscillator-based ADCs, the most signif-

icant segments correspond to fluctuations generated by flicker and white

noise frequency modulations, which lie at the middle frequencies range (see

segments in red on the graph). These are the components that will be de-

modulated after sampling as a low frequency noise, as depicted above in

Figure 2.7(b).

lo
g 

S
ϕ(

f)
  

Random-walk 
frequency (f-4)

log (f)  

Flicker frequency (f-3)

White frequency (f-2)

Flicker phase (f-1)

White phase (f0)

Figure 2.8: Logarithmic representation of the slope segments of noise pro-

cess on the one-sided spectral density of the phase fluctuations (Sϕ(f)).
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Thermal noise is generated by the thermal agitation of carriers (com-

monly electrons) in a conductor. Since its PSD is nearly constant over

frequency, this type of electronic noise is usually known as white noise.

Thermal noise is modelled by an ideal resistor in series with a voltage

source that represents the non-ideal resistor noise and it is independent

from the resistor’s biasing. Its one-sided PSD is defined by

V 2
n = 4kTR, (2.3)

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant (J/K), T is the resistor’s absolute

temperature (K) and R is the resistance (Ω).

In the case of MOS transistors, at low frequencies, the flicker noise

contribution is higher than the thermal noise contribution. The PSD of

the flicker noise is inversely proportional to the frequency. That is why it

is often called as 1/f noise. This type of noise is modelled in a MOSFET

as a voltage source in series with the gate [49], with a PSD equals

V 2
g =

K

WLCoxf
, (2.4)

where K is a factor that depends on the device properties, W and L rep-

resent the size of the transistor, Cox is the gate capacitance per unit area

and f is the frequency. From Equation 2.4, it should be noted that larger

transistors are less prone to flicker noise.

In conventional switched capacitor-circuits, flicker noise is usually mit-

igated by using a chopping technique that up converts flicker noise into a

high frequency component, which can be removed by filtering [50]. In a RO-

based ADC, frequency takes the place of voltage and therefore, flicker can

not be compensated by introducing switches into the oscillator circuitry.

For instance, in a single-ended RO implemented with digital inverters there

are no positive and negative voltage polarities to switch between, as in a

fully differential operational amplifier. However, an alternative proposal

for the chopping operation in a RO-based ADC will be presented in this

chapter.

Some equations to predict the phase noise and design guidelines in

single-ended CMOS ROs have been provided by A. Hajimiri et al. [51], A.

A. Abidi [52] and F. Pepe and P. Andreani [53] . These authors analyse

the impact on the RO phase noise of the transistor’s sizes, the current
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dissipation, the oscillation frequency and the number of stages. Currently,

most of the simulation tools intended for oscillators design, like Cadence®

Virtuoso®, have the capability to compute the phase noise in an accurate

manner. This possibility can be used in combination with the methodology

proposed below, which allows the estimation of the oscillator SNR limit by

referring the phase noise to the input. By using the input referred phase

noise (IRPN) approach, this methodology can be applied to any oscillator-

based ADC, regardless the quantization architecture or the noise shaping

order.

Equation 1.9 can be rewritten to include the effect of the phase noise

in the instantaneous oscillation frequency f(t) of a VCO. The modified

expression is

f(t) = f0 + kV CO ·
(︁
v(t) + r(t)

)︁
, (2.5)

where r(t) is the IRPN, which would cause the same frequency deviation in

an ideal oscillator compared to the frequency variation produced in a real

oscillator by the phase fluctuations ϕ(t). This equivalence is illustrated in

Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9(a) shows a model of a real VCO with the ϕ(t) added to the

ideal phase of the oscillator, while Figure 2.9(b) shows the equivalent ideal

VCO model with the IRPN represented as signal r(t), which is added to

kVCO

v(t)
2π  ∫  +

ϕ(t)f0

+

(a)

kVCO

v(t)
2π  ∫  

f0

++

r(t)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Simplified schema of (a) a real VCO with the phase fluctuations

(ϕ(t)) added to the ideal phase of the oscillator; (b) an ideal VCO with

the added input referred phase noise (r(t)).
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the input. Note that the VCO model in Figure 2.9 is a simplified version

of that presented in Chapter 1, but without the phase wrapper and the

comparator.

From Figure 2.9, r(t) can be defined as the inverse of the transfer

function from the input to the output of the integrator:

r(t) =
1

2πkV CO
· dϕ(t)

dt
, (2.6)

with its one-sided PSD equals

Sr(f) = Sϕ(f)

(︃
f

kV CO

)︃2

. (2.7)

This expression for the IRPN one-sided PSD can be redefined according

to the relationship between Sϕ(f) and L(f) established by the IEEE STD

1139-2008, as

Sr(f) = 2L(f)
(︃

f

kV CO

)︃2

. (2.8)

Finally, the SNR of the oscillator-based ADC due to phase fluctuations

in the oscillator can be estimated by comparing the IRPN power with the

input signal power. For the VCO case, this relationship can be expressed

as

SNR = 10 · log10

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ v2peak/2∫︂ BWH

BWL

Sr(f)df

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (2.9)

where vpeak is the peak amplitude of the input tone, and the terms BWL

and BWH correspond to the lower and upper bandwidth limits where the

IRPN one-sided PSD is integrated to get its noise power.

2.4.2 Oscillator non-linearity analysis

In addition to phase noise, the distortion resultant from the non-linear rela-

tionship between the input signal and the oscillation frequency may limit
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the oscillator-based ADC performance, as mentioned before. To include

the non-linear terms influence in the instantaneous oscillation frequency

f(t) of a VCO, Equation 1.9 can be rewritten as the following polynomial

approximation:

f(t) = f0 + kV CO1 · v(t) + kV CO2 · v(t)2 + kV CO3 · v(t)3 + ..., (2.10)

which can be redefined for a sinusoidal input signal with amplitude Av and

frequency ω as

f(t) =f0 ·
(︂
1 + kd1 · Av · cos(ωt) + kd2 · A2

v · cos2(ωt)+

kd3 · A3
v · cos3(ωt) + ...

)︂
, (2.11)

where kdi is the normalized frequency gain expressed as kdi = kV COi/f0.

From this expression, after some transformations, the signal-to-distortion

ratio (SDR) can be defined as

SDR ≈ 10 · log10

(︄
(4Avkd1)

2

(2A2
vkd2)

2 + (A3
vkd3)

2

)︄
, (2.12)

assuming a sinusoidal input signal with amplitude Av. Note that only

the first three kdi terms have been included in Equation 2.12. Depend-

ing on the oscillator topology and the oscillator-based ADC application,

more harmonic terms would be required to estimate the SDR, but in our

case, for the RO topology and its application in MEMS microphones read-

out circuits, with the first three kdi terms, a sufficiently high accuracy is

obtained.

2.4.3 RO dynamic range prediction

The traditional way to estimate the performance of an oscillator is by

means of transient noise simulations. However, this is a time inefficient

analysis that consumes a lot of computational resources and makes the it-

erative oscillator design process difficult. Instead, periodic periodic steady

state (PSS) and periodic noise (PNOISE) analysis can be used to esti-

mate the sensitivity, rest frequency and phase noise of an oscillator. Then,
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Equations 2.9 and 2.12 can be applied to the simulation results to get a

prediction of the most relevant oscillator performance figures: SNR, signal-

to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) and THD. By using this methodology,

the time employed in the oscillator design is substantially reduced while

keeping the accuracy of the results.

The application of this method can be better illustrated with a RO sim-

ulation example in 130 nm CMOS technology. Figure 2.10 shows a 3-phase

VCO built with single-ended inverters whose PMOS devices (M1,M3,M5)

have W/L = 40 µm/2 µm, while the NMOS devices (M2,M4,M6) have

W/L = 20 µm/2 µm. These transistor’s sizes have been arbitrarily se-

lected only for the example purposes, without previous optimization.

M1

M2

VDD

M3

M4

M5

M6

Figure 2.10: 3-phase single-ended CMOS voltage-controlled RO.

By applying a dc input voltage of 1.2 V, from a PSS simulation, the

RO rest frequency f0 is 84.8 MHz, as can be deduced from Figure 2.11.

Also, the gain of the VCO can be estimated with a PSS sweep of the

dc input voltage and calculating the slope around the f0 point for the

frequency variation curve generated. In this example, the VCO gain (kV CO)

is 112.9 MHz/V and the normalized gain (kd) is 1.33 V−1.

The L(f) curve of Figure 2.12 is obtained from a PNOISE simulation.

In the graph, it can be appreciated the regions where the phase noise is

limited only by thermal noise (in blue), and where the flicker noise contri-

bution becomes relevant (in red). The IRPN one-sided PSD of Figure 2.13
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Figure 2.11: Oscillation frequency variation for an input voltage sweep.

can be estimated by applying the Equation 2.8 to the PSS and PNOISE

simulation results.
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Figure 2.12: Phase noise with flicker and thermal noise contributions.

Assuming the bandwidth of audio applications from 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

the IRPN power obtained is 31.12 µV2. If we consider an input voltage of

6 mVrms (which is a typical value for a MEMS sensitivity at 94 dBSPL), the

SNR estimated from Equation 2.9 is 60.6 dB. Similarly, the SNR for differ-
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Figure 2.13: IRPN one-sided PSD.

ent input levels can be computed, as shown in the DR graph of Figure 2.14

in red.
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Figure 2.14: Estimated DR for different input levels referred to 94 dBSPL

(6 mVrms).

The VCO sensitivity curve of Figure 2.11 obtained from a PSS sim-

ulation can be used to illustrate the VCO non-linearity limit in the DR.

By applying a polynomial fitting to this curve, the terms kd1, kd2 and kd3
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needed in Equation 2.12 are calculated. Once this terms are found, the

SNDR can be estimated for different input levels, as shown in Figure 2.14

in brown. Note that, to get a better accuracy in terms of non-linearity

distortion, the input levels used in the PSS sweep settings should comprise

the input levels range employed in the DR estimation. Another impor-

tant parameter that can be computed using this methodology is the THD,

which is defined as the ratio of the sum of the power for all the harmonic

components to the power of the main frequency component. Figure 2.15

show the predicted THD for the presented RO example.
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Figure 2.15: Estimated THD for different input levels referred to 94 dBSPL

(6 mVrms).

The precision obtained with this DR estimation method has proven to

be good enough with an important saving in the simulation time. One

of its main benefits is the possibility of finding an optimized oscillator in

terms of phase noise, gain and distortion as a result of an iterative design

process. This would be a time-consuming task if a traditional transient

noise-enabled simulation approach is employed. Although the oscillator

topology used in the example is based on a single-ended delay stage RO, the

SNR and SNDR prediction method can be applied to any other oscillator

topology.
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2.5 Flicker noise mitigation technique:

sensor chopping in a RO-based ADC

Some MEMS capacitive sensors are constructed in a differential configu-

ration to permit operation in a Wheatstone bridge circuit or simply to

increase immunity to common mode effects, like the DBP MEMS micro-

phones presented in Chapter 1 [54]. We may seize this MEMS sensor

differential architecture when connected to a RO by alternating between

capacitors with opposite values of the sensed magnitude. This way, the

oscillation frequency switches between high and low values, placing the

sensor information at the chopping frequency instead of close to dc.

This section presents a capacitance-controlled RO readout circuit, based

on the model of Figure 2.1(a), wherein an equivalent technique to chopping

in conventional switched capacitor circuits is applied. The flicker noise im-

pact is reduced by modulating it to frequencies above the bandwidth of

interest and then filtering. The proposed flicker mitigation technique is

validated by circuit simulations in a 130 nm CMOS process and it has

been published in [45].

2.5.1 System level architecture

Figure 2.16 shows the basic structure of the proposed architecture. A dif-

ferential capacitive sensor is represented by capacitors S1 and S2 with the

same nominal value C0, but a capacitance variation ∆C of opposite sign,

where,

CS1 = C0 +∆C , CS2 = C0 −∆C. (2.13)

The MEMS capacitors are directly connected to the node ϕ1 of the RO

through an analog switch that selects S1 or S2 depending on the digital

signal s(t), that takes +1 or -1 values. The sensor capacitance will change

the delay of the first RO inverter stage, which is assumed as the domi-

nant delay in the RO oscillation frequency. In this case, the instantaneous

frequency of the RO will be

f(t) = f0 + kosc · s(t) ·∆C(t), (2.14)
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where f0 is the rest frequency of the oscillator for the MEMS nominal

capacitance (C0) and kosc is the RO frequency gain in Hz/F, assumed linear

for simplicity. By applying the alternating sequence s(t), the frequency of

the oscillator will be modulated above or below f0. This alternating control

sequence must have a chopping frequency (fchopp) sufficiently high to push

the flicker noise out of the bandwidth, but still low enough compared to the

RO rest oscillation frequency f0 and the sampling frequency fs, to avoid

aliasing.

By simply applying an asynchronous square wave to s(t), we would

switch between capacitors at different voltages at node ϕ1 in Figure 2.16.

This would break the phase coherence of the oscillator when the capacitors

change, as the voltage stored in the capacitor that is disconnected will be

forced to change suddenly when the capacitor is connected again to the RO.

As the voltage in ϕ1 node would not be the same as in the disconnected

capacitor, the amount of charge stored in the capacitor would change in

the initial transient, losing the RO phase state. The practical effect of

this charge discontinuity would be that the noise shaping property of the

oscillator-based ADC would be highly degraded.

One possibility to avoid the phase discontinuity is to operate the chop-

ping switch always at the same voltage level in ϕ1. By inserting a D-type

M1

M2

VDD

M3

M4

M9

M10

Φ1 Φ2 Φ4 Φ5

Differential 
Sensor

S1 S2

w(t)

clk

DQ
s(t)

fchopp

clk

D Q

clk

D Q
fs

clk

D Q

s[n]

ym[n]

y[n]

Demodulation block

w[n]

Figure 2.16: RO with capacitive sensor chopping operation.
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Flip Flop it can be guaranteed that the changes of s(t) always happen when

the oscillator is exactly at the same phase instant. As a consequence, the

voltage in all of the RO nodes is identical at the switch transitions and

especially at ϕ1, where,

Vϕ1
= VS1 = VS2. (2.15)

Figure 2.17 shows the situation described. Due to the synchronization

of the switching frequency with the RO signal w(t), the switching frequency

cannot be generated internally in the digital post processing circuitry of

the ADC, as it will no longer be a fixed frequency but a phase modulated

signal.

fHI fHIfLO fLO

vs1(t)

Φ1(t)

s(t)

fchopp(t)

w(t)

vs2(t)

Figure 2.17: Synchronization of the chopping signal and MEMS sensor

voltages.

In case that fchopp ≪ f0, w(t) and s(t) can be sampled using the same

sampling signal and consequently, the sequence s[n] can be used to imple-

ment the demodulation algorithm, as shown in Figure 2.16. Signal w[n]

is decoded using a delay and an XOR gate, generating signal ym[n]. The

spectrum of ym[n] is represented in Figure 2.18(a) and shows an AM-DSB

bandpass signal with a low carrier frequency appearing at the digital fre-

quency Ωchopp = 2π*fchopp/fs. This carrier frequency will have two modu-
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lation components corresponding to the signals measured differentially by

the MEMS sensor (fHI and fLO in Figure 2.17). Together with this band-

pass signal, the noise-shaped quantization noise that decays at 20 dB/dec

appears. The demodulation process consists on the multiplication of ym[n]

by s[n], to generate the low pass signal y[n], which contains the informa-

tion encoded by the sensor. Given that s[n] is correlated with signal ym[n],

the demodulation remains being coherent in spite of the phase modulation

introduced by sampling the fchopp signal with the varying frequency of the

RO. The spectrum of the resulting demodulated signal y[n] is shown in

Figure 2.18(b).

Y[Ω]

Ω

fchopp Quantization 
noise

Thermal noise
Flicker noise

(a)

Y[Ω]

Ω

2xfchopp Quantization 
noise

Flicker noise

fx

(b)

Figure 2.18: Spectrum of the oscillator output signal (a) without the de-

modulation algorithm applied; (b) with the demodulation algorithm ap-

plied.

In Figure 2.18(a) note that the RO phase noise components due to

flicker and thermal noise will be down converted and they will appear as a

low pass component with a slope of 10 dB/dec and a flat spectral density,

respectively. Note also that, the spectral noise density of the quantization

noise at fchopp must guarantee the target SNR in the bandwidth of interest.
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This means that the effective sampling rate of the converter is reduced by

a factor fchopp/BW. At fchopp, the quantization noise must be in the order

of the flicker and thermal noise levels, otherwise the demodulated signal

will be dominated by the demodulated quantization noise instead of the

residual thermal and flicker noise levels.

2.5.2 System level simulations

The operation of the system of Figure 2.16 has been checked by behavioural

simulations. The simulation model compares the output of a conventional

RO-based first-order Σ∆ modulator to an equivalent system with chop-

ping operation, in order to assess the performance of the demodulation

algorithm.

A sinusoidal input tone of -40 dBFS at 5 kHz has been applied. The

RO rest frequency is f0 = 30 MHz with an OSR equals 12000, minimizing

the impact of the quantization noise in the demodulation process. The

chopping frequency has been set to 100 kHz. Figure 2.19(a) shows the

output spectrum when chopping is not used and the modulator behaves

purely as a low-pass signal encoder, achieving a SNR = 76.6 dB in the

audio band (BW = 20 kHz). When the chopping operation is enabled,

the spectrum of Figure 2.19(b) is obtained, where we can appreciate the

low-pass demodulated signal (coincident with the output tone at 5 kHz

in Figure 2.19(a)) in addition to the carrier frequency and modulation

sidebands at 100 kHz. With chopping operation the SNR equals 75.7 dB,

only 0.9 dB below the ideal case.

2.5.3 Circuit level simulations

To prove the practical feasibility of the proposed idea, the circuit shown

in Figure 2.16 has been designed using a 130 nm CMOS technology and

simulated using Cadence® Virtuoso®. The circuit is composed of a 5-phase

RO, where W/L = 126.2 µm/2.1 µm and W/L = 45.9 µm/5.9 µm for the

PMOS and NMOS devices, respectively. The circuit is powered from a

1.8 V supply. The MEMS are assumed to have C0 = 6 pF with a capacitor

deviation of ∆C = 48 fF, well below full scale to avoid distortion. The

OSR has been set to 12000, keeping a signal bandwidth of 20 kHz and
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2. Small signal equivalent of open-loop oscillator-based ADCs
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Figure 2.19: Spectrum of a system level simulation in: (a) a conventional

oscillator-based first-order Σ∆ modulator; (b) an equivalent modulator

with chopping operation.

with a chopping frequency equals 100 kHz, similar to the system level

evaluation. With these parameters, the obtained oscillator rest frequency

is f0 = 23.8 MHz. The chopping operation has been implemented by

inserting two transmission gates between the ϕ1 node in the RO and the

MEMS capacitors, which are controlled by the s(t) signal. In our case,

the MEMS capacitors have been modelled using a Verilog-A model, which
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2. Small signal equivalent of open-loop oscillator-based ADCs

emulates a voltage-controlled capacitor. The circuit has been simulated

using a time domain simulation with transient noise enabled, including

thermal and flicker noise contributions.

Figure 2.20(a) shows the spectrum of the output signal without chop-

ping (only one MEMS connected). This results in a SNR = 56.3 dB, while

a noise free simulation (only quantization noise) shows a SNR = 67.51 dB.
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Figure 2.20: Spectrum of a circuit level simulation for the RO-based first-

order Σ∆ modulator with sensor chopping operation: (a) disabled; (b)

enabled.
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2. Small signal equivalent of open-loop oscillator-based ADCs

In Figure 2.20(a), flicker and thermal noise contributions can clearly

be identified, being the reason for the 11 dB of SNR loss in comparison

with the ideal case. Also a distortion component appears at the second

harmonic of the input tone, 50 dB below the fundamental signal.

Figure 2.20(b) shows the output when the differential configuration of

the MEMS is used and the chopping circuitry is enabled. We can ob-

serve that the 10 dB/dec decaying flicker noise component shown in Fig-

ure 2.20(a) has been removed while only the thermal noise component re-

mains present. In this case, the obtained SNR is increased up to 61.73 dB.

Also the second harmonic distortion component has been removed due to

the differential operation of the MEMS, showing the possibility of compen-

sating the RO non-linearity without the need of two separate oscillators,

just by interleaving the operation of a single oscillator.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced a reference model of the oscillator-based

ADC architectures for instrumentation that will be developed in detail in

next chapters. The sensor analog interfaces implemented in the VCO-

ADC prototypes proposed in this dissertation have been briefly described.

Further details about the implementation of these analog interfaces can be

found in Chapter 5 and 6. After analysing the effect of the oscillator phase

noise into the demodulated ADC output spectrum, a design methodology

has been applied for the SNR and SNDR estimations in a basic single-ended

RO example, only employing PSS and PNOISE based simulations.

Finally, a capacitive MEMS readout circuit based on a RO, that benefits

from a flicker noise mitigation technique has been explained. The flicker

mitigation mechanism, which is equivalent to chopping in conventional

switched-capacitor circuits, can be used in a practical implementation if a

MEMS with reduced parasitics is directly bonded to the oscillator.
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Chapter 3

The VCO-based TDC architecture

3.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the delay-line-based TDC architecture applied for

the quantization circuit of a VCO-ADC in open-loop configuration, which

has been briefly presented in Chapter 1. This delay line architecture is

the basis of the digital core of the ASIC proposed in Chapter 5 of this

dissertation and published in [55].

The simplest TDC can be implemented with a single counter that

counts the clock edges between two time events. However, this is an energy-

inefficient solution because high resolution TDCs would require high fre-

quency counters. Moreover, the application of this counter architecture

would be limited by the clock stability. The resolution problem can be

solved with a fine TDC based on the basic delay line structure shown in

Figure 3.1, which is composed only of digital circuitry such as logic in-

verters or buffers, and Flip Flops. This approach is used to estimate the

elapsed time between two events defined by the rising edges of signals start

and stop. The start signal is passed through the delay units, which present

an uniform delay time equals Td1 = Td2 = Td3 = TdN = Td. Then, the

stop signal latches the status of the delay line, producing a binary ther-

mometer code at the Flip Flops output. The number of logic 1s in this

code will represent the time between start and stop signals, expressed as

Td steps.

The time resolution achieved with the basic delay line TDC architecture

is limited by the single gate delay of the CMOS technology adopted. If

higher resolution is needed, overcoming the speed technology limit, another
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3. The VCO-based TDC architecture

start

D Q D Q D Q D Q
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Td2
Td3

Td1 Td2 Td3 TdN

Figure 3.1: Basic structure of a delay line TDC.

delay line with a slightly lower delay time can be introduced for the stop

signal in Figure 3.1. This parallel delay line implementation is known as

the Vernier delay line TDC [56]. More advanced techniques, like the cyclic

pulse-shrinking TDC can be used for the same purpose [57].

Nevertheless, the basic delay line can be employed in the quantization

circuit of an oscillator-based ADC for instrumentation to improve the reso-

lution, without increasing the original clock frequency or the noise shaping

order. In this case, signals start and stop in Figure 3.1 can be replaced

by the oscillator frequency-encoded output and the clock signal, respec-

tively. Then, with a post-processing circuit, the sampled oscillator output

is demodulated into a first-order noise-shaped digital signal.

In this chapter, we discuss the VCO-based TDC resolution improve-

ment by using two different explanations. The first one is based on the ef-

fective sampling frequency increasing, while the second one uses the PFM

theory. In addition, we analyse the sensitivity of the TDC architecture

to delay mismatch and clock jitter. Finally, we present two alternative

implementations, according to the output bits format, for the circuit that

post-process the sampled data from the delay line.
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3. The VCO-based TDC architecture

3.2 Sampling a single-phase oscillator with

a delay line

A digital delay line can be connected to a single-phase oscillator, as shown

in Figure 3.2 for a RO-based ADC example. Ideally, the time-encoded sig-

nal at the RO output is delayed a fixed time in every delay unit. However,

in practical conditions, the delay time is not fixed for all the delay units,

which impacts negatively the ADC performance, as will be discussed be-

low. In general, to avoid the inversion of the intermediate signals in the

line, every delay unit is made up of two CMOS inverters, but this is not

extremely necessary if a proper signal conditioning is performed in the

post-processing circuit. This circuit is intended to sample and decode the

data from the delay line, generating either a single-bit or a multi-bit se-

quence. Two possible implementations of this block will be described in

the next section.

w1(t) w2(t) w3(t) wN(t)
w(t)

Post-processing circuit

v(t)/i(t)

y[n]

clk(t)

delay line

ring oscillator

Figure 3.2: Simplified RO-based ADC with an N-tap delay line.
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3. The VCO-based TDC architecture

The resolution improvement achieved with the TDC architecture can

be explained through two different approaches. Firstly, we consider the

expression introduced by J. Kim et al. [58] for the theoretical estimation

of the maximum SQNR in a conventional first-order VCO-ADC, assuming

that the PSD of the quantization noise is white:

SQNR = 6.02 · log2
(︃
2AKV CO

fs

)︃
− 3.41 + 30 · log10

(︃
fs

2BW

)︃
+

20 · log10
(︃
sinc

(︃
BW

fs

)︃)︃
. (3.1)

According to Equation 3.1, the only option to improve the SQNR with-

out modifying the oscillation parameters in the audio bandwidth, is the

sampling frequency (fs) increasing. But, this is not always possible since

the fs is usually imposed by the requirements of the audio application, in

line with the audio interface standards. In current audio applications the

sampling frequencies are limited to a few tens of megahertz, which may

result in a poor resolution if a conventional single-phase VCO-ADC is em-

ployed. Nonetheless, the use of a TDC is a simple way to increase the

effective fs, while keeping the original clock frequency.

Figure 3.3(a) shows the behaviour of the signals at the delay line of

Figure 3.2 assuming N = 11. The delay time of each unit is Td, which

equals Ts/N (or 1/Nfs). Note in Figure 3.3 that, the same information

can be extracted either by sampling the state of the N delayed copies of

signal w(t) with a clock at fs or by sampling the state of signal w(t) with

an equivalent clock N times faster. Consequently, Equation 3.1 can be

rewritten as:

SQNR = 6.02 · log2
(︃
2AKV CO

Nfs

)︃
− 3.41 + 30 · log10

(︃
Nfs
2BW

)︃
+

20 · log10
(︃
sinc

(︃
BW

Nfs

)︃)︃
, (3.2)

from which it can be obtained an estimated relationship between the SQNR

improvement and the number of taps in the TDC delay line.

The second approach to explain the resolution enhancement obtained

by using the TDC delay line architecture, is based on the equivalence
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Figure 3.3: RO-based ADC behavior: (a) with an 11-tap delay line sampled

at fs; (b) with its single-phase output sampled at 11fs.

between the VCO operation and the PFM, introduced by E. Gutierrez et

al. [41, 42], as described below.

In Figure 3.4, the input signal v(t) is passed through a PFM block which

is composed of a VCO, a dual edge detector and a pulse-shaping filter h(t),

to generate signal w(t). As shown in Figure 3.5(a), the PFM operates as a

signal coder, with an output spectrum composed of the input signal at fv
and several modulation componentsM(s), which are located at frequencies

sufficiently far from the input signal frequency for band-limited signals. As

a consequence of the filter h(t), the spectrum of w(t) presents nulls at fs
and its multiples, which provide, after sampling, a first-order noise shaping
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Figure 3.4: Pulse frequency modulator VCO-ADC: (a) time model; (b)

Laplace model.
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Figure 3.5: Spectral composition of signals: (a) at the output of the pulse

frequency modulator (PFM); (b) at the sampled output of the delay line.

for the M(s) components and their aliases, as stated in Equation 3.3 and

Figure 3.5(b).

W (s) ≈ kV CO · V (s) + (1− z−1)

(︃
M(s)

s

)︃
(3.3)

The finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter implemented with continuous

time delays, shown in Figure 3.4, can be used to increase the SQNR. By

applying this additional filter, according to Equation 3.4, the power of the

input signal is multiplied by the number of taps of the delay line N , and at

the same time, the level of the modulation components M(s) is reduced,

resulting in an ADC resolution improvement.

Y ∗(s) ≈ N · kV CO · V (s) + (1− z−1)

(︄∑︁N
i=1 e

−s·iTd

s
M(s)

)︄∗

(3.4)

To illustrate the benefit of the TDC use, Figure 3.6 shows the results of

behavioural simulations for the system of Figure 3.2. Two different cases
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3. The VCO-based TDC architecture

are considered in the simulation examples. The first one corresponds to a

conventional VCO-ADC, where the RO output w(t) is directly sampled at

fs and then, the first-order difference is applied. The second one includes

a delay line with 11 taps, whose outputs are sampled at the same rate and

combined into a multi-bit signal, after applying the first-order difference. In

both cases the simulation parameters have been arbitrarily selected, being

f0 = 600 kHz, kvco = 600 kHz/V, BW = 20 kHz, fs = 8 MHz, and the

input tone has been applied at 1 kHz with an amplitude level equivalent

to 117 dBSPL, taking 6 mVrms as the 94 dBSPL reference. Behavioural

simulations show an improvement of 21.1 dB in the SQNR when a TDC

with 11 taps is employed.
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Figure 3.6: Simulated spectra for a conventional single-phase VCO-ADC

and a single-phase VCO-ADC with an 11-tap delay line connected.

Also, the behaviour equivalence for the cases shown in Figure 3.3 has

been checked by system level simulations. The SQNR obtained with the

same VCO parameters as before, but with a direct sampling of the RO

output w(t) at 11fs (88 MHz) is 64.16 dB, which matches with the 11-tap

TDC simulation result of the previous example.
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3. The VCO-based TDC architecture

3.2.1 Delay line mismatch effect

Process-voltage-temperature (PVT) variations in a real implementation of

a TDC delay line will cause different delay times for all the delay cells.

As can be observed in Figure 3.7, the delay deviations from the nominal

value are accumulated along the delay line, which may results in an ADC

performance worsening, specially for long delay line implementations [59].

w1(t)

w2(t)

w11(t)

t

t

t

tclk(t)  

w(t) t

ΔTd1

ΔTd2

ΔTd11

Td1 = Td + ΔTd1  

Td2 = Td + ΔTd2 Td11 = Td + ΔTd11

Figure 3.7: Delay line mismatch in an 11-tap TDC.

To analyse the tolerance to the delay line mismatch, we have assumed

the delay of each delay unit as a normal distributed random variation with

mean Td and standard deviation σ, representing the delay mismatch as

a percentage of Td. We have simulated the system of Figure 3.2 for two

different lengths in the TDC, that is N = 11 and N = 31, with the

same VCO parameters of the example introduced before.

Figure 3.8 shows the simulated SQNR for a sweep in the delay mismatch

(% Td). The results in the graph correspond to an average of 10 simulations.

For the 11-tap delay line, the mismatch limit for the ADC performance

degradation is at 15 % of the nominal delay Td, while for the 31-tap case, the

system tolerates only a 5% of mismatch without a significant degradation.

Above these values, the impact of the delay mismatch is higher for the

longer TDC, reaching 13 dB of SQNR loss when N = 31 for a 60 % of
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Figure 3.8: Delay line mismatch simulation: 11-tap TDC vs. 31-tap TDC.

mismatch, compared to the 8 dB of loss obtained with the 11-tap TDC

under the same conditions.

3.2.2 Clock jitter effect

Jitter is another non-ideality that may have a negative impact on the

VCO-based TDC performance. It can be seen as a random variation of

the ideal sampling period. In real implementations its presence is un-

avoidable, being CT-Σ∆s more sensitive to the clock jitter deviation than

SC-Σ∆ modulators [39].

The effect of clock jitter has also been evaluated for the system of Fig-

ure 3.2, assuming N = 11 and using the same simulation parameters

employed before. The jitter standard deviation (σ) is referred to the nom-

inal sampling period and is represented as a percentage of Ts. Figure 3.9

shows the simulated SQNR assuming different values of clock jitter. Ac-

cording to the simulation, the system performance will be degraded if a

sampling clock with a jitter σ above 2 % is applied in this example.
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Figure 3.9: Simulated SQNR in an 11-tap TDC for different clock jitter

standard deviations.

3.3 Delay line signal post-processing

This section describes two different options to implement the circuit that

post-process the data from the delay line. The first approach is based on a

single-bit implementation, while the second one enables a multi-bit output

sequence. Since the only difference lies in the bit format at the ADC

output, both solutions should achieve the same resolution if connected to

the same delay line.

3.3.1 Single-bit data stream output

The resolution enhanced TDC output can be arranged in a single-bit se-

quence with an effective data rate equivalent to Td [60]. As depicted in

Figure 3.10, assuming an 11-tap TDC example for illustration purposes,

the delay line sampled data (wj[n]) can be represented as an array of the

consecutive samples obtained from the delayed copies of w(t). However, at

this point, it makes no sense to conform a single-bit data stream since the

sampled information still needs to be demodulated.

The demodulation process involves the current sample (n) and the pre-

vious one (n-1), to get the output sequence, as shown in the expressions
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sample n

Figure 3.10: Chronogram of signals in an 11-tap TDC with single-bit out-

put data stream.

embedded in Figure 3.10. By extending the situation represented in this

figure to the general TDC case with N taps in the delay line, the demod-

ulated output samples can be estimated from:

yj[n] = wj[n− 1] ⊕ wN [n] j = 1, (3.5)

yj[n] = wj[n− 1] ⊕ wj−1[n− 1] j = 2...N. (3.6)

This way, a single-bit signal showing first-order noise shaping can be gen-

erated from the demodulated individual samples yj[n]. The composition

of this signal is shown in the example of Figure 3.10, but shifted in a clock

period (Ts). Note that, as introduced in Figure 3.3, the equivalent data

rate at the TDC output is N times the system clock frequency.

The depicted operation can be implemented with the system of Fig-

ure 3.11. Here, the output data of the delay line are sampled twice at fs
to get the previous (n-1) and current (n) samples. The registers employed

are usually realised with D-type Flip Flops [60]. After this, an exclusive

disjunction operation (⊕) is performed for each tap in the delay line, to gen-

erate the demodulated output samples. The ⊕ operation is implemented

in real circuits with XOR gates. Finally, the demodulated samples can

be properly combined into a single-bit signal by using a multiplexer or an

equivalent parallel to serial interface.
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Mux

Figure 3.11: Architecture of the delay line post-processing circuit for the

single-bit implementation.

3.3.2 Multi-bit data stream output

The multi-bit alternative post-processing architecture is shown in Fig-

ure 3.12. In this case, the same number of registers are needed to sample

twice the delay line at fs, but the sampled data is processed in a differ-

ent way. This time, the first-difference is estimated between consecutive

samples in each tap of the delay line. Then, the results of the first-order

difference for all the taps are added, generating a multi-bit output signal.

The number of bits of this output sequence is defined by:

#bitsTDC = ⌈log2(N + 1)⌉, (3.7)

where N corresponds to the number of TDC taps, as before.

The chronogram of the signals involved in the multi-bit architecture

of Figure 3.12 is shown in Figure 3.13 for a better understanding. As

can be observed, the delayed copies of the VCO output w1(t)− wN(t) are

sampled with the system clock. Then, the first-order difference is applied

to these sampled data, generating the discrete first-order noise shaping

signals s1[n] − sN [n], which are demodulated. To conform the multi-bit

output sequence y[n], the discrete values of the demodulated signals are
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Figure 3.12: Architecture of the delay line post-processing circuit for the

multi-bit implementation.
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Figure 3.13: Signals in an N -tap TDC with multi-bit output.
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added at the system clock rate.

Like in the single-bit architecture, the registers and the ⊕ operations

can be implemented with D-type Flip Flops and XOR gates, respectively.

The block that performs the addition of the N demodulated signals can be

done with a thermometer-to-binary (T2B) converter.

It is important to note that, the demodulation algorithm used in this

architecture is only valid when the system sampling frequency is higher

than twice the maximum oscillation frequency. Otherwise, this XOR-based

demodulation circuit will not be able to properly decode the VCO output.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented a basic TDC architecture that can be

employed in the quantization circuit of a VCO-ADC. This solution is based

on the use of a digital delay line, which emulates a much higher sampling

frequency compared to the original ADC sampling clock. The resolution

improvement obtained with the delay line has been proven by behavioural

simulations.

The possible impact of non-idealities on the TDC system, such as delay

mismatch and jitter in the clock has been analysed. Behavioural simula-

tions show a faster system degradation for longer delay lines in presence of

delay mismatch. For the clock jitter influence analysis, simulations show a

better tolerance to this impairment than in the CT-Σ∆ modulators [39,61].

Two equivalent solutions in terms of resolution have been presented in

this chapter for the delay line post-processing circuit, but generating differ-

ent bit formats at the ADC output. The MEMS microphone readout circuit

presented in Chapter 5 uses a delay line architecture for the quantization

circuit of a 5-phase RO in a pseudo-differential configuration, producing

a 6-bit resolution enhanced output sequence. Further details about a sil-

icon implementation of this architecture for a real audio application are

provided in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

The coarse-fine VCO-based ADC architecture

4.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces a data-scrambling-based coarse-fine architecture

that can be employed in the quantization circuit of VCO-ADCs in open-loop

configuration. The proposed architecture is equivalent in terms of resolu-

tion to the array of counters solution briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, but

with an important benefit in power consumption and area reduction. This

coarse-fine quantization method has been implemented in the digital core

of the ASIC proposed in Chapter 6 of this dissertation.

Firstly, we present a basic coarse-fine VCO-ADC quantization architec-

ture and we describe some errors linked to its possible implementations.

Such errors are unacceptable in audio applications because they do not

fall below the thermal noise floor level of the converter and therefore, they

will result in audible errors at the ADC output, destroying the converter

SNR. Special attention has been paid to errors caused by the asynchrony

between coarse and fine circuits, which can generate digital code glitches

scaled according to the number of oscillator output phases.

Finally, we give an in-depth description of the proposed architecture

emphasizing the actions taken to mitigate all the errors described. To

improve the ADC resolution, an extension of the proposed quantization

method to the oscillator falling edge detection is presented at the end of

the chapter. The proposed data-scrambling-based coarse-fine architecture

applied to VCO-ADCs has been patented in [62]. Also, a VCO-ADC pro-

totype including this quantization approach has been published in [63].
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4.2 Pivotal counter and phase register

architecture

Figure 4.1(b) shows the basic architecture of the coarse-fine quantization

solution applied in VCO-ADCs. In this energy-efficient architecture, in-

stead of using a multiple counter array similar to that shown in Fig-

ure 4.1(a), one counter is connected to one of the oscillator output phases

to accumulate the integer phase progression over a sampling period, while

the state of the remaining phases is sampled with a register, tracking this

way the oscillator fractional phase progression [64, 65]. The decoding and

differentiator block combines the pivotal counter coarse estimation and

the phase register fine correction into a multi-bit first-order noise-shaped

sequence.

The performance in terms of resolution achieved with this system is

similar to that of the counter array scheme. Since the oscillation follows

a known pattern, the information lost by removing the other counters can

be inferred from the sampled oscillator phases. However, depending on the

pivotal counter architecture and the phase register implementation, some

errors may degrade the converter SNR. A possible source of errors is caused

by the asynchrony between the system sampling clock and the pivotal

counter, which may result in partial sampling errors when the counter

update matches with the system clock edge. Other errors may be provoked

by the asynchrony between pivotal counter and phase register. Finally,

errors associated to the direct sampling of the oscillator output phases may

appear. Despite potential solutions to mitigate some of these errors have

been presented in the literature [66], we will address them in depth, before

introducing the proposed data-scrambling-based coarse-fine quantization

architecture.

4.2.1 Direct sampling of oscillator output phases

The simplest phase register implementation is shown in Figure 4.2. Here,

the fine estimation is done by registering directly the state of the secondary

oscillator phases with the system clock. Assuming a 50 % duty cycle, all

the possible oscillator sates can be encoded with digital patterns, as shown
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Figure 4.1: Equivalence between VCO-ADC quantization architectures

with: (a) array of counters and (b) basic coarse-fine circuit.

in Figure 4.3 for a generic 3-phase RO with its output phases reordered.

Thus, by correctly identifying the digital patterns in the decoding circuit,

it is possible to estimate the number of rising and falling edges in the

secondary RO phases w2−wN , after the rising edge of the main RO phase
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Figure 4.3: Oscillator states in a 3-phase RO with a 50 % duty cycle.

w1, regardless of the oscillation frequency.

Usually, the interconnection between the oscillator and the digital quan-

tization circuit needs to be done using level shifters, to keep constant logic

levels on this interface regardless of the input signal level applied to the

oscillator. Depending on the level shifter architecture employed, the duty

cycle of the oscillator output signal, after being restored to digital levels,

might be modulated by the ADC input signal, being different from 50 %.

Consequently, as shown in Figure 4.4, the duty cycle modulation would

provoke invalid digital patterns, resulting in a wrong estimation of the

number of edges in the secondary oscillator phases, and therefore, audi-
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Figure 4.4: Oscillator states in a 3-phase RO with a duty cycle (a) below

50 % and (b) above 50 %.

ble errors at the ADC output, which degrades the SNR. The design of

a correction algorithm to mitigate this type of errors would be specially

complicated if the oscillator patterns change dynamically according to the

input signal.

Other errors resulting from a direct sampling of the oscillator output

phases are reported in [66]. Some circuit impairments like the misalign-

ment of the switching threshold in the Flip Flops that conform the phase

register and the mismatch in the oscillator implementation, would cause

a temporal reordering of the oscillator transitions seen by the phase reg-

ister. These phase reordering effect will lead to invalid patterns entering

in the decoding circuit, which produces similar ADC output errors as be-

fore. In [66], is proposed an error suppression encoding scheme that uses
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two ones-counters with their pivotal phase taps skewed from each other,

to encode the sampled oscillator state into a binary representation, at the

cost of doubling the area with an increase in the power consumption.

To avoid both type of errors in the phase register, we propose a different

approach to retain the information generated in the secondary oscillator

phases at the expense of a bit more power consumption from the digital

supply. Instead of a direct sampling to identify the digital patterns in the

oscillator, an edge-triggered fine quantization circuit can be used. Never-

theless, depending on its implementation, this solution could be influenced

by other source of errors, as will be described below.

4.2.2 Edge-based sampling of oscillator output

phases

Figure 4.5 shows a candidate implementation for the edge-triggered phase

register. The rising edges in the secondary oscillator phases w2−wN sample

the state of a reference signal, which can be a copy of VDDD. This will

produce a logic 1 at the output of the Flip Flops of the first column (w2pr−
wNpr) if a rising edge has arrived in the corresponding secondary oscillator

phase, as illustrated in blue in Figure 4.6. The second column Flip Flops

are used to generate the reset signal that clear w2pr −wNpr with the rising

edges of w1. Therefore, after the rising edges of w1, signals w2pr−wNpr will

remain at 0 until the rising edges of w2−wN . Finally, the fine quantization

value is estimated by sampling the state of these edge-dependent signals at

the system clock rate. This way, the number of sampled 1s will correspond

to the number of rising edges in the secondary oscillator phases.

By using this edge-triggered solution, there is no limitation imposed

by the oscillation duty cycle or the transitions reordering effect, but, in

contrast with the architecture of Figure 4.2, only the rising edges can be

identified. If the falling edges need to be quantized, the number of Flip

Flops in Figure 4.5 has to be doubled. This way, the ADC resolution can be

improved at the expense of an increasing in area and power consumption.

The main problem of this edge-based implementation lies in the asyn-

chrony between coarse and fine estimations. This issue takes place when

the system clock lies within a reset window defined by the complete up-

date of the pivotal counter and the falling edges of signals w2pr −wNpr, as
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emphasized by the red narrow band in Figure 4.6. Signals involved in the

critical reset window are represented in Figure 4.7(a) with better resolution

in time.

As stated above, a rising edge in w1 must result in a falling edge, trig-

gered by the reset signal, in all the phase registered signals w2pr − wNpr.

But, this does not imply an immediate transition. Actually, the clear time

of signals w2pr − wNpr depends on the propagation delay of the employed

Flip Flops. As mentioned before, the correct operation of the coarse-fine

architecture of Figure 4.1(b) is to compute the number of edges in the main

oscillator phase with the pivotal counter and then, to estimate the number

of edges in the secondary oscillator phases after the rising edge of the main

phase with the phase register. Note from Figure 4.7(a) that the coherence
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treset(t)
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wipr(t)

clk(t)
reset window

t
Pivotal 

counter 
output(t)
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n
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digital glitches
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Figure 4.7: (a) Critical reset window in the phase register architecture of

Figure 4.5 and (b) digital errors associated.
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between the coarse prediction and the fine correction will be affected if

the system clock edge arrives during this reset window. In this condition,

the pivotal counter output will be registered with an updated value cor-

responding to latest rising edge on w1, while the fine signals w2pr − wNpr

are registered with their outputs outdated, corresponding to the previous

oscillator cycle.

This asynchrony will result in digital glitches at the ADC output code,

similar to those shown in red in Figure 4.7(b). Since to perform a proper

coarse prediction, the pivotal counter value is multiplied by the number

of phases in the oscillator, and the coarse-fine asynchrony error can also

be seen as an error in the pivotal counter value equals to unity, then, the

amplitude of these digital glitches will be fixed and imposed by the number

of inverters in the oscillator. In addition, due to the first-order difference

applied, the digital glitches will appear in two consecutive clock periods,

with positive and negative differences from the correct ADC output values

(see Figure 4.7(b)).

4.2.3 Pivotal counter architecture

When the system clock edge arrives during the pivotal counter update,

the coarse prediction can be wrong, if the counter architecture employed

presents a Hamming distance greater than one for successive codes. This is

the case of the binary-coded decimal (BCD) synchronous counter, wherein,

two successive codes may differ in more than one bit, as shown in Table 4.1.

Thus, by using this architecture, if the pivotal counter is not settled at the

sampling instant, a digital glitch could be generated at the ADC output

with a variable amplitude, which will reflect the difference between the

wrong sampled code and the correct one.

A possible solution to face this issue is to use a digital code with a

Hamming distance of one, in which, two successive values differ only by a

single bit. This condition is met by the reflected binary Gray code, also

shown in Table 4.1. By employing this architecture, errors associated to

the sampling clock and the counter update will be limited to only one LSB

of the converter.
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Table 4.1: 3-bits BCD code vs. reflected binary Gray code.

BCD code Gray code

000 000

001 001

010 011

011 010

100 110

101 111

110 101

111 100

4.3 Sampling synchronization by data

scrambling

A detailed representation of the proposed data-scrambling-based coarse-

fine quantization architecture is shown in Figure 4.8. This is based on a

synchronous Gray code counter to perform the oscillator coarse phase ac-

cumulation for multiples of 2π and an edge-based phase register for the fine

phase accumulation. Coarse and fine parts in the circuit are synchronized

using a novel data scrambling technique to avoid metastability and timing

errors.

A reference tap of the oscillator (w1 in Figure 4.8) is connected to the

rising edge sensitive input of the Gray counter. This counter can be imple-

mented with D-type Flip Flops and logic gates, but its complexity increases

with the number of bits, in contrast with the BCD counter. Fortunately,

the number of bits required in the coarse counter for VCO-based audio

ADCs is not very large and is defined by the relationship between the

maximum oscillation frequency (f0max) and the system sampling frequency

(fs), according to the following equation:

n = ⌈log2
(︃
f0max

fs

)︃
⌉. (4.1)

Nevertheless, as mentioned above, the Gray encoding is essential to miti-

gate partial sampling errors when the sampling clock edge lies within the

metastability windows.
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The remaining oscillator output phases (w2 − wN in Figure 4.8) are

connected to an edge-triggered phase register. This block is composed of

N − 1 D-type Flip Flops whose clk input is driven by the RO phases. The

operation of this block is shown in Figure 4.9 for a generic 3-phase RO

with its output phases reordered.

Every rising edge in the secondary oscillator phases samples the state of

signal S, which is generated in the coarse part to timestamp each RO cycle.

This signal corresponds to the LSB of the coarse counter and determines

whether the output of the Gray counter is even or odd, which is used for

the synchronization of coarse and fine parts. Note from Table 4.1 that,

only in BCD the LSB is 0 when the counter value is even, and 1 when

is odd. Due to this, a Gray-to-binary converter is needed to generate the

signal S. This way, when the output of the pivotal counter is odd, rising

edges in w2 − wN will produce rising edges in w2pr − wNpr, and, when the

pivotal counter value is even, rising edges in w2 − wN will produce falling

edges in w2pr − wNpr.

By using the scrambling signal S, the falling transitions at the phase

register output signals are not immediately triggered by the reference phase

of the oscillator, as in Figure 4.7(a). Now, these phase register transitions

are well separated in time from the coarse counter update, while the rising

edge activity information in the secondary oscillator phases is accurately

retained.

In this architecture, when the clock rising edge arrives sufficiently far

from a rising edge in the reference phase w1 (T1 and T3 in Figure 4.9),

only a metastability error in the phase register (w2pr − wNpr) is possible,

which would result in one LSB tolerable error. When the clock rising

edge and the rising edge in the reference phase w1 are close (T2 and T4 in

Figure 4.9) only a metastability error in the pivotal counter would occur,

also resulting in one LSB error. Note that in this architecture, there is no

a critical time window in which coarse and fine quantization values of two

successive oscillator cycles may be attributed to the same cycle.

This glitch-free operation is also guaranteed by the descrambling sig-

nal D, shown in red in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. This is a discrete signal

that is generated after the sampling of coarse and fine quantization values

in Register 1. At this point, the coarse counter value is no longer needed

in Gray code and the fine quantization sampled signals w2s −wNs have to
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be properly descrambled. For the latter, the XNOR-based circuit and the

signal D are employed. Signal D corresponds to the LSB of the pivotal

counter value after the Gray-to-binary conversion and it is a sampled copy

of signal S, as illustrated in Figure 4.9. With the descrambling operation,

signals w2d − wNd will take a logic 1 only if a rising edge has arrived on

the corresponding secondary oscillator phase after the rising edge of the

reference phase in an oscillator cycle, otherwise they will take a logic 0.

Thus, the output value of the T2B converter represents the number of

rising edges in w2 − wN , after the the rising edge of w1.

Register 2 stores the previous sample to compute the first-order differ-

ence of coarse and fine sampled data. In the case of the coarse counter, the

first-order difference must be calculated by applying a modulo subtractor,

without carry out bit, in order to represent the counter increase as an al-

ways positive number. This results in the same bit width (n) of the pivotal

counter. The number of bits of the fine part (m) can be estimated from:

m = ⌈log2(N − 1)⌉, (4.2)

where N represents the total number of oscillator output phases. In con-

trast to the coarse part, the fine first-difference must have sign, that is why

it needs m+1 bits to be represented. The total number of rising edges oc-

curred during one sampling period, assuming that all the oscillator phases

are similar, is estimated by multiplying the coarse first-difference value c[n]

by N . A correction to this inaccurate estimation is done by considering the

fine value first-difference f [n], to finally get the correct number of rising

edges per sampling period in all the oscillator phases (x[n]).

The glitch-free operation of the proposed architecture has been vali-

dated by transistor level simulations in Cadence® Virtuoso®. For this

purpose, the performance of the data scrambling architecture presented in

Figure 4.8 and the basic edge-triggered solution of Figure 4.5 have been

compared. In both cases, a 21-stage RO has been used, with a frequency

variation equivalent to an input signal level of 94 dBSPL (6 mVrms). A

5-bit Gray counter and a 20-bit phase register have been employed in both

architectures. Data post-processing has been done in MATLAB®.

Figure 4.10(a) shows the output sequence in the discrete time domain

for both architectures. Glitches in the basic coarse-fine system corresponds

to the clock edges occurrence within the reset window presented in Fig-
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ure 4.7(a). Conversely, the proposed data scrambling architecture does not

exhibit such glitches under the same simulation conditions, ensuring that,

errors due to coarse-fine synchronization, and errors due to metastability

in the pivotal counter are mitigated by design. Figure 4.10(b) shows the

output spectrum for the simulated architectures, with a SNR loss of 9.5 dB

in the 8 kHz bandwidth due to the digital errors.
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Figure 4.10: Basic vs. proposed coarse-fine architecture: (a) digital output

bitstream; (b) output spectrum.
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4.3.1 Extension to falling edges quantization

The proposed data scrambling coarse-fine architecture represented in Fig-

ure 4.8 can be modified to also detect the falling edges in all the oscillator

phases. This can be done by introducing the updates proposed in Fig-

ure 4.11, wherein, all the oscillator output phases are inverted. This will

generate signals w′
1 − w′

N , which contain on its rising edges the informa-

tion of the w1 − wN falling edges. Then, the new signals w′
1 − w′

N can be

processed in the same way that the original secondary phases w2 − wN in

the system of Figure 4.8.

The main benefit of this updated architecture is that the ADC reso-

lution can be improved without increasing the oscillator frequency, which

would have a positive impact on the power consumption. This way, only
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Figure 4.11: Proposed updates in the data-scrambled-based quantization

architecture to detect the oscillation falling edges.
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the rising edges in the main phase w1 are coarsely quantized with the piv-

otal counter as before. Consequently, the power consumption of the coarse

counter remains unaltered. In the fine quantizer, apart from the rising

edges of w2 − wN , now the rising edges of w′
1 − w′

N have to be detected,

as shown in red in Figure 4.12. The hardware impact of this modifica-

tion results in N additional Flip Flops in the phase register and N extra

XNOR gates in the descrambling circuit. Also, the T2B converter and
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Figure 4.12: Behaviour of the phase register in the falling edge extended

data scrambling coarse-fine quantization architecture for a 3-phase RO.
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the subtractor employed for the fine first-difference have to be properly

scaled according to the new bit width. The increasing in the power con-

sumption imposed by these new blocks is minimum if compared to the

power consumption resulting from the oscillator frequency increasing, in

the case that an enhanced ADC resolution is desired only by detecting the

oscillation rising edges.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented an architecture for the quantization of the

frequency-encoded output of the oscillator embedded in a VCO-ADC. This

architecture is based on a coarse-fine sampling approach, in which the edges

on the multi-phase oscillator output are quantized with a reduced digital

circuitry, achieving a similar performance in terms of resolution if compared

with the counter array classical solution. The proposed architecture uses

a data scrambling technique to mitigate synchronization and metastability

errors, causing them to fall below the thermal noise floor level.

The correct operation of the proposed data-scrambling-based archi-

tecture has been validated by transistor-level simulations in Cadence®

Virtuoso®, showing a digital output sequence free of errors. A silicon

implementation of a VCO-ADC readout circuit for a MEMS microphone

using the proposed coarse-fine architecture is reported in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

ASIC I: A VCO-based TDC MEMS

microphone interface

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the design of a MEMS microphone readout cir-

cuit based on a mostly digital first-order VCO-ADC. The proposed ar-

chitecture is composed of two single-ended channels which, combined in a

pseudo-differential configuration, present full integration with DBP MEMS

microphones. As a distinctive feature, the ADC employs a TDC for the

quantization of the time-encoded output of a RO. This way, as proven in

Chapter 3, the effective sampling frequency is increased, allowing an ADC

resolution enhancement without extending the noise shaping order.

As a requirement of the target audio application, the ADC output is

a multi-bit sequence, which can be easily transformed into any standard

audio interface by means of digital signal post-processing, without requiring

a DWA technique or feedback DAC linearity calibration, compared to a

multi-bit SC-Σ∆ modulator. However, if a single-bit signal is preferred,

the multi-bit output can be processed with a noise-shaper coder.

The proposed readout circuit has been prototyped in a 130 nm CMOS

process, occupying an active area of 0.12 mm2. It has been bonded to

a standard MEMS microphone sensor for the acoustical characterisation.

Some electrical measurements have also been made by using an array of

silicon capacitors connected to the ADC input, replicating the MEMS mi-

crophone nominal capacitance.

Prototype measurements show a peak SNR of 90.82 dB-A and a peak

SNDR of 77.89 dB-A, over the 20 kHz audio bandwidth with a system sam-
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pling frequency of 20 MHz. The achieved DR is 100 dB-A while the AOP

is reached at 130 dBSPL. The measured current consumption is 750 µA

with the ASIC powered at 1.8 V. The proposed VCO-based TDC imple-

mentation has been published in [55].

5.2 System level architecture

Figure 5.1 shows the main blocks at system level of the proposed VCO-based

TDC. In the presented architecture, both the positive (P) and the nega-

tive (N) channels are identical. The output of the capacitive MEMS sensor

x(t) is coupled into the ADC input via an impedance converter, generat-

ing the signal v(t), which sets the VCO frequency. The oscillator output,

after a level shifter, is divided by a factor of four in order to adjust the

oscillation frequency and make it compatible with the implemented de-

modulation circuit. The frequency-modulated signal w(t) obtained at the

output of the divider is passed through a 31-stage delay line. The output

signals of the delay line w1(t)−w31(t) are sampled and demodulated apply-

ing the first-order difference. By using a T2B converter, the demodulated

signals s1[n] − s31[n] form the multi-bit signal y[n]. The digital output of

the converter z[n] is given by the two’s-complement subtraction of both

single-ended branches.

As mentioned above, signal v(t) controls the frequency of wo(t), be-

ing the frequency variation in the VCO proportional to the magnitude

sensed by the transducer connected to the ADC. Due to power consump-

tion and noise reasons, it would be advisable that the target frequency of

signal w(t) in Figure 5.1 is f0 = 4 MHz and the oscillator gain should be

kvco = 12MHz/V, which results in a relative frequency deviation kd = 3 V−1.

According to Equation 1.9, these VCO parameters set a limit for the

single-ended peak amplitude of v(t) close to ±333 mV (≈126 dBSPL), if

a DBP MEMS microphone with a sensitivity of 12 mVrms/Pa (94 dBSPL) is

considered. Fortunately, this is only an ideal assumption. Actually, certain

factors like the distortion components can be seen as a frequency variation

caused by the input signal.

The sampling frequency (fs) specified for this data converter is 20 MHz.

However, depending on the VCO quantization architecture, this sampling
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of the proposed pseudo-differential VCO-based

TDC.
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rate might not be enough to achieve the resolution required for current

audio applications. As introduced in Chapter 3, a valid solution is the use of

a TDC for the quantization of the time-encoded signal w(t), which emulates

a much higher sampling rate than the actual sampling clock frequency.

The first component of the TDC is the 31-tap delay line, shown in

Figure 5.2(a). The ideal delay time of the entire chain corresponds to the

sampling period of the system, denoted by Ts = 1/fs. Ideally, the time

delay of every single element is Td and equals Ts/31. By implementing

this number of basic delay units, the resolution achieved in the proposed

first-order VCO-ADC will be enough for an audio application, as will be

shown afterwards from behavioural simulations. Also, the required value

of Td in every delay unit can be implemented with the selected CMOS

process employing basic digital buffers.

The output taps of the delay line w1(t) − w31(t) are registered with

w(t)

w1(t) w2(t) w3(t) w30(t) w31(t)

Td
Ts

(a)

clk(t) 
w1(t) w2(t) w3(t) w30(t) w31(t)

s1[n] s2[n] s3[n] s30[n] s31[n]

1-z-1 1-z-1 1-z-1 1-z-1 1-z-1

(b)

Figure 5.2: Time-to-digital converter: (a) 31-tap delay line; (b) sampling

and demodulation schema.
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the system clock and the first-order difference is applied, as shown in Fig-

ure 5.2(b). Then, using the T2B encoder, the demodulated single-bit se-

quences s1[n] − s31[n] are combined into the 5-bit signal y[n]. This is the

output of a single-ended channel, and it shows a first-order noise-shaping

property at its power spectrum. The pseudo-differential output of the

VCO-ADC is the 6-bit sequence z[n] which, unlike the single-ended con-

figuration, cancels the even harmonic distortion components. For further

details, the behaviour of the quantization method applied in this ADC is

similar to that explained in Section 3.3.2 and summarized in Figure 3.13,

but assuming N = 31.

Figure 5.3 shows the result of a behavioural simulation of the VCO-ADC

architecture presented in Figure 5.1 without the impedance converters.

The input-referred spectra have been calculated using an input tone cor-

responding to 94 dBSPL at 1 kHz. The SQNR obtained in the audio band-

width under these conditions is 80.9 dB and 86.1 dB-A if an A-Weighting

filter is applied (Figure 5.3(b)). Note that the simulated spectra show

first-order noise shaping. The A-Weighting curve is commonly used in au-

dio measurements to mimic the sound pressure detected by the human ear,

which is less sensitive to low audio frequencies.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated spectrum for an input signal of 94 dBSPL at 1 kHz:

(a) Non-A-Weighted; (b) A-Weighted.

5.2.1 Analysis of non-idealities

Figure 5.4(a) shows the simulated SQNR for the proposed architecture

assuming different values of clock jitter. The SQNR remains without im-

portant changes up to 1 % of period jitter rms value (Ts = 50 ns). The

performance of the system will be significantly degraded if a sampling clock

with a jitter deviation above 1 % is applied.

Figure 5.4(b) shows the simulated SQNR for different values of delay

mismatch. A loss of 2 dB in the SQNR can be observed within a margin

of 5 % of mismatch in every element of the delay line, which is a permis-

sible variation according to the specifications posed by the target audio

application.

5.3 Circuit level design

5.3.1 Analog core circuitry

Figure 5.5 shows the simplified schematic of the analog core for the single-

ended channel configuration in the proposed VCO-ADC. The MEMS sensor
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Figure 5.4: Simulated SQNR for an input signal of 94 dBSPL at 1 kHz with

(a) clock jitter variation and (b) digital delay line mismatch.

is biased by a high-ohmic biasing circuit [30] and a NMOS (M0) transistor

in common-drain amplifier configuration. The gigaohms order bias resistor,

denoted as RHO, is implemented by two asymmetric branches of stacked

PMOS diodes. The dimensions of M0 have been estimated in order to

minimize its noise contribution to the overall ADC SNR and also to keep

its gain close to unity.
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Figure 5.5: Single-ended analog core of the proposed VCO-ADC:

impedance converter, 5-phase stacked-RO, and differential cascade volt-

age switch level shifter.
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The oscillator implemented in this converter is a 5-phase inverter-based

RO built with two stacked rings, which shows a better phase noise com-

pared to the conventional single-ring architecture [67]. In Figure 5.5, both

stacked rings, connected through the NMOS devices of the upper chain of

inverters to the PMOS transistors of the lower side, oscillate like a conven-

tional RO having the same f0, but with a difference in phase of 180◦. Given

that only one RO output phase is connected to the TDC, the stacked signals

at ϕ1B and ϕ1A with amplitude VSS–v(t)/2 and v(t)/2–v(t), respectively,

are combined into a single signal of amplitude VSS–v(t) by means of M5

and M6. A buffer is employed to square the RO output oscillation.

The signal amplitude after the buffer is still variable and depends on

the level of v(t). Therefore, the level shifter is needed to keep constant logic

levels at the input of the digital circuitry, regardless of the VCO-ADC input

signal. This way, the level of the time-encoded signal wo(t) is always com-

patible with the digital supply voltage, which is in this case VDDD = 1.8 V.

The level shifter device’s sizes can be found in Table 5.1.

The RO design process involved the methodology proposed in Chapter 2

to find an optimized oscillator in terms of phase noise, gain and distortion.

After applying this method, the selected RO have W/L = 288 µm/900 nm

for M1-M3 and W/L = 288 µm/1.9 µm for M2-M4 devices. This RO

achieves f0 = 16.2 MHz and kd = 3.04 V−1, which are very close to the

target values mentioned in the previous section.

Figure 5.6 shows a simulated DR for the differential oscillator configura-

tion, which has been estimated from the equations presented in Chapter 2.

The RO simulation setup included the noise contribution of the impedance

converter supplied at VDDA = Vbias = 1.8 V. The SNDR peak predicted

is 80 dB-A. Note that the TDC quantization noise is not considered here

and it also has an impact on the overall SNDR, as will be shown below.

Table 5.1: Level shifter transistor’s sizes.

Device W L

M7,M8 1 µm 400 nm

M9,M10 4 µm 400 nm

M11 1.1 µm 400 nm

M12 740 nm 400 nm
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Figure 5.6: Simulated DR of the analog core in the differential configuration

for different input levels referred to 94 dBSPL = 12 mVrms (A-Weighted).

5.3.2 Digital core circuitry

Figure 5.7 illustrates some of the digital blocks of the proposed VCO-ADC.

The frequency division of the RO output is performed by the two D-type

Flip Flops of Figure 5.7(a). Here, the inverted output terminal of each

Flip Flop is connected to the data input terminal, resulting in a division

by a factor of four of the first Flip Flop clock signal. The composition

of the 31-tap delay line is shown in Figure 5.7(b). Every delay unit is

formed by two digital buffers, each one implemented with four inverters,

with the transistor’s sizes of Table 5.2. Post-layout simulations show a

total delay time of the entire chain equals 47 ns, which is very close to the

specified ADC sampling period of 50 ns. This leads to an individual delay

time Td = 1.52 ns in each unit. It is important to note that to achieve a

total delay time closer to Ts requires a big effort, since the delay time of

each unit is highly dependent on its layout implementation. Monte Carlo

simulation results show that the Td standard deviation value is within 5%

of the margin, so the delay line mismatch does not cause a negative impact

on the system performance, as proven in Section 5.2.1.

In the proposed VCO-ADC, the specified fs is higher than twice the

maximum oscillation frequency after the divider, which allows the use of the
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Figure 5.7: Single-ended digital circuitry of the proposed VCO-ADC: (a)

frequency divider; (b) 31-stage delay line; (c) sampling and demodulation

circuit.
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Table 5.2: Delay unit transistor’s sizes.

Device W L

M1 750 nm 400 nm

M2 500 nm 400 nm

M3,M5 500 nm 500 nm

M4,M6 500 nm 1 µm

M7 1.42 µm 400 nm

M8 920 nm 400 nm

XOR-based demodulation circuit of Figure 5.7(c) to compute the first-order

difference for the delayed copies of the RO output. This circuit accounts for

the oscillation rising and falling edges, as already described in Figure 3.13.

The remaining blocks of the digital core that process the demodulated

single-bit sequences s1[n] − s31[n] are the T2B and the differential two’s-

complement subtractor. Both of them are implemented with an array of

full adders to generate the 6-bit ADC output, without carry propagate

functions.

5.4 Experimental results

The proposed VCO-ADC has been fabricated in a 130 nm standard CMOS

process. Figure 5.8 shows the die dimensions, occupying a total area of

1.69 mm2. As can be observed from the block distribution, only 7% of

the die area is used by the ADC components, resulting in an active area

of 0.12 mm2. In the layout, both ROs have been well spaced to avoid the

injection-locking effect between them. In addition, for this purpose, the

ROs have been protected using guards rings. The ASIC pads include the

MEMS microphone interface, the digital data output, the voltage supplies,

the clock input, and some test signals like the ROs output.

5.4.1 Electrical measurements

To evaluate the performance of the proposed VCO-ADC architecture, the

implemented ASIC has been packaged together with a silicon capacitor

array directly bonded to the ADC input, in order to emulate the real
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Figure 5.8: Die micrograph and area distribution.

capacitance of a DBP MEMS microphone. Then, the differential ADC

input signal is injected through these capacitors using the balanced output

of an audio function generator. This way, by applying the proper input

signal levels, the ADC behaves as if the MEMS microphone would be

connected to the converter input. The 1.8 V for the Vbias, VDDA, and VDDD

have been generated with batteries and using discrete LDO regulators to

avoid the impact of the noise present in switching power supplies. To

minimize the clock jitter, a commercial crystal oscillator of 20 MHz was

employed as the system clock. The 6-bit VCO-ADC digital output was

acquired using a logic analyser. All the data post-processing was done

using MATLAB®.

Figure 5.9 shows the measured DR for a level amplitude sweep of a

differential input tone at 1 kHz and applying the A-Weighting filter, as

usual in audio applications. In this case, the DR reaches 100 dB-A, with

a peak SNR equal to 90.82 dB-A and a peak SNDR of 77.89 dB-A. The

maximum allowed distortion is reached with an AOP of 130 dBSPL. The

obtained AOP for a SNDR equals 40 dB-A is good enough for low-cost

digital microphones [40]. This translates into a reduced complexity of
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Figure 5.9: Measured DR for different input levels referred to 94 dBSPL

(12 mVrms) (A-Weighted).

the proposed open-loop architecture since there is no need for linearity

compensation techniques, which may have a negative impact on area and

power consumption [17].

The spectra of Figure 5.10 are obtained applying in the function gen-

erator the signal equivalent to 1 Pa of sound pressure in the MEMS mi-

crophone, that is, the 94 dBSPL reference at 1 kHz. The achieved SNDR is

59 dB or 64 dB-A if the A-Weighting filter is applied (Figure 5.10(b)). At

this level, the SNDR limit is imposed only by flicker, thermal, and quan-

tization noise in the TDC. Note that the flicker noise is attenuated by the

A-Weighting curve. The sidebands of the VCO appear as high-frequency

components.

Another interesting point corresponds to the level when the maximum

SNDR is reached, which occurs for an input level equivalent to 109 dBSPL.

Figure 5.11 shows the ADC output spectra when the SNDR is maximized.

It can be seen that, due to the pseudo-differential configuration, the second

harmonic component is cancelled but the third one starts to be visible.

The distortion for higher input levels is limited by the non-linearity of the

ROs. Moreover, different input signal levels produce wider or narrower

modulation sidebands between spectra in Figures 5.10 and 5.11, as shown

in [41].
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Figure 5.10: Measured spectrum for an input signal of 94 dBSPL (12 mVrms)

at 1 kHz: (a) Non-A-Weighted; (b) A-Weighted.

Figure 5.12 shows the VCO-ADC frequency response from 500 Hz to

15 kHz for a 94 dBSPL equivalent input. In this range, the SNDR shows

a maximum variation close to 1 dB. Note that the A-Weighting filter is

not applied here, in order to avoid the non-flat characteristic of the A-

Weighting curve in the measured frequency response.
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Figure 5.11: Measured spectrum for an input signal of 109 dBSPL

(67.5 mVrms) at 1 kHz: (a) Non-A-Weighted; (b) A-Weighted.

5.4.2 Acoustical measurements

Apart from the described electrical evaluations, some acoustical measure-

ments have been performed. This time, the implemented ASIC and the

DBP MEMS microphone have been directly bonded over a low-leakage

PCB, which includes a sound port in the sensor bottom, enabling the con-

tact of sound pressure against the MEMS membrane. To exclude the exter-
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Figure 5.12: Measured frequency response (500 Hz to 15 kHz) for an input

signal of 94 dBSPL (12 mVrms).

nal acoustic noise and to keep the level of the audio signal applied during

the measurements under control, an anechoic test box has been used. A

box built-in speaker was employed to generate the audio test tone. Given

that the TDC performance was checked in the electrical measurements, in

order to keep the simplicity of the test PCB and to reduce the wire con-

nections out of the box, only the ROs test output was acquired with an

oscilloscope and then post-processed in MATLAB®. Figure 5.13 depicts

the test fixture used for the acoustical characterisation of the sensor.

Figure 5.14 shows the differential ROs output spectra for an audio tone

of 94 dBSPL at 1 kHz, achieving a SNR = 46.3 dB and SNDR = 44.6 dB

(Figure 5.14(a)). With the A-Weighting correction, the SNR reaches 52.7

dB-A and the SNDR equals 47.2 dB-A (Figure 5.14(b)).

The difference in sensitivity and distortion with the results presented in

Figure 5.10 is due to two main facts. First, in the test fixture shown in Fig-

ure 5.13, a MEMS acoustic package is missing, so the back volume of the

MEMS microphone becomes infinite. The optimum mechanical sensitivity

of the MEMS is achieved for a specific back volume, which is accurately de-

fined in the packaging process. Moreover, to obtain a good sensitivity, the

MEMS membrane should be biased with a high-voltage signal in the order

of 6–9 V, depending on the MEMS characteristics. Usually this is achieved

with an on-chip charge pump, which has not been included in this test
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ASIC

MEMS Sensor

Figure 5.13: Test fixture used in the acoustical measurements.

chip. Nonetheless, the most important outcome from the acoustical mea-

surements is that the proposed VCO-ADC architecture is audio-responsive,

presenting fully compatibility with the MEMS microphone sensors.

Measurements show that the implemented VCO-ADC architecture has

a current consumption of 750 µA powered at 1.8 V, including all the blocks

of Figure 5.8. The Schreier’s FoM (FoMS), expressed as

FoMS = DR + 10 · log10
(︃

BW

Power

)︃
, (5.1)

is 171.7 dB.
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Figure 5.14: Measured spectrum for an acoustic tone of 94 dBSPL at 1 kHz:

(a) Non-A-Weighted; (b) A-Weighted.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented an audio-responsive VCO-based TDC

suitable for low cost digital microphones. The proposed ADC is mostly

implemented with digital circuitry, which makes this solution an inter-

esting alternative to conventional Σ∆ modulators, due to its scalability
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in terms of area and power consumption. Another benefit of the imple-

mented ADC, is the flexibility to adapt the multi-bit digital output to

different audio standards. In addition to these advantages, the main per-

formance parameters obtained in this architecture (i.e., SNR, SNDR, DR)

are similar to those achieved with Σ∆ modulators.

Although the displayed FoM is similar to that obtained with Σ∆-based

ADCs, the power consumption can be improved. A possibility to get a

comparable performance but with lower power consumption is the use of

a multi-phase oscillator coupled to a phase-counting circuit. Such imple-

mentation will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

ASIC II: A coarse-fine VCO-based ADC

with data-scrambling synchronization

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the design and implementation of a differential read-

out circuit for a MEMS microphone based on a digital Σ∆ VCO-ADC. The

proposed architecture makes use of a data-scrambling-based coarse-fine

quantization circuit connected to the time-encoded output of an 11-phase

RO. This quantization topology mitigates synchronization and metasta-

bility errors, as introduced in Chapter 4. In this chip, the data interface

has been completed with a 4th-order noise-shaper, generating a single-bit

signal, which is compatible with existing digital microphone products.

The proposed ADC has been prototyped in a 130 nm CMOS process, oc-

cupying an active area of 0.04 mm2. Prototype measurements show a peak

SNDR of 73.8 dB-A and 97 dB-A of DR in a 20 kHz bandwidth, while con-

suming 240 µW from the 1.5 V/1.2 V power supplies. In a reduced power

mode, with relaxed oscillation parameters, it reaches 66.4 dB-A of SNDR

peak, and 93 dB-A of DR in an 8 kHz bandwidth, with a power consump-

tion of only 77 µW. The proposed coarse-fine VCO-ADC implementation

has been published in [63].

6.2 System level architecture

Figure 6.1 shows the architecture of the proposed coarse-fine VCO-ADC

including a DBP MEMS microphone connected at the input, which be-
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haves as a differential capacitive sensor, as introduced in Chapter 1. In

the proposed ADC, the MEMS sensor is read out using a high-voltage

and high-ohmic biasing circuit by placing an on-chip charge pump, as de-

scribed in [30]. Therefore, the acoustical signal applied to the differential

MEMS microphone is translated into the high impedance differential volt-

age signal v(t) at the VCO-ADC input nodes. The transconductance stage

implements a voltage-to-current conversion, generating the differential i(t)

signals that drive two CCOs, each one built with an 11-phase RO.

The number of rising edges per sampling period in all of the RO output

phases is computed using two identical coarse-fine counting circuits in the

quantization and demodulation block, one per RO. These quantization cir-

cuits are implemented with a data-scrambling-based architecture similar to

that shown in Figure 4.8, which has been properly designed to interface the

11 output phases of the CCOs. This results in a 10-bit edge-triggered phase

register and a 5-bit Gray code pivotal counter, according to the relationship

between the f0max in the CCOs and the system sampling frequency. After

applying the scrambling and descrambling process using signals S(t) and

D[n] respectively, coarse (c[n]) and fine (f [n]) first-order differences are

combined together to get the 9-bit single-ended output x[n], as explained

in Section 4.3. Then, the information of both channels (P and N) is sub-

tracted to generate the two’s complement 10-bit first-order noise-shaped

VCO-ADC output signal y[n].

Finally, the data interface is implemented with a 4th-order digital noise-

shaper that transforms this 10-bit output sequence into the 1-bit pulse-

density modulated (PDM) bit stream z[n]. Two operating modes have

been implemented: a normal mode (NM) with fs = 2.4 MHz and 20 kHz

of bandwidth, and a low power mode (LP) with fs = 768 kHz and 8 kHz

of bandwidth. The noise-shaper includes a programmable input gain stage

to adjust the modulator full scale according to NM or LP modes.

Figure 6.2 shows the results of a behavioural simulation for the archi-

tecture presented in Figure 6.1. Simulations were done assuming a lineal

model for the Gm gain and the CCOs. Both spectra have been obtained

for an input tone of 12 mVrms at 1 kHz, which is equivalent to 94 dBSPL of

sound pressure in the microphone, and applying the A-Weighting filter, as

usual in audio applications. As can be seen, the SQNR reaches 74.2 dB-A

in NM (Figure 6.2(a)) and 79.1 dB-A in LP (Figure 6.2(b)).
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Figure 6.1: System level architecture of the proposed coarse-fine VCO-

ADC with sampling synchronization by data scrambling.
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Figure 6.2: Simulated A-Weighted spectrum for an input signal of 94 dBSPL

(12 mVrms) at 1 kHz: (a) NM mode; (b) LP mode.

6.2.1 Analysis of clock jitter

Figure 6.3 shows the simulated SQNR variation in the proposed architec-

ture for different values of clock jitter, represented as a percentage of Ts. In

the NM case (Figure 6.3(a)), the SQNR remain without important changes
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up to 2 % of period jitter rms value (Ts = 416.67 ns), while for the LP

case (Figure 6.3(b)), the limit for the SQNR degradation is at 1 % of pe-

riod jitter rms value (Ts = 1.3 µs). As in the TDC-based ADC presented

in Chapter 5, simulations show a better tolerance to clock jitter than in

CT-Σ∆ modulators [39,61].
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Figure 6.3: Simulated SQNR (A-Weighted) for an input signal of 94 dBSPL

at 1 kHz with clock jitter variation: (a) NM mode; (b) LP mode.
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6.3 Circuit level design

6.3.1 Transconductance stage

Figure 6.4 shows the simplified schematic of the Gm stage implemented us-

ing a differential pair with source degeneration. The programmable current

sources have been included to configure different RO bias currents tailored

to each specific mode. The current sources mirror the 1 µA reference of

an on-chip bandgap circuit, generating a dc current of 36 µA for NM and

9 µA for LP. Table 6.1 shows the size of the transistors employed in these

current sources.

bandgap
reference

VDDA

M0 M1 M2M3 M4

vP(t) vN(t)

Rgain

M5 M6

vbias vbias

RHO RHO

ibias ibias

programmable current sources

iP(t) iN(t)

Figure 6.4: Differential Gm stage with resistive source degeneration.

Also, the value of resistor Rgain and the size of the PMOS differential

pair composed of M5 and M6 are shown in Table 6.1. The values of these

components have been selected in one hand, to reduce the noise contribu-

tion of the Gm stage to the overall ADC SNR, and on the other hand,

to handle the maximum v(t) amplitude level corresponding to the AOP

in the sensor, with a THD below 10 %, as specified for the target audio

application.

The AOP in this ADC is established at 122 dBSPL and 117 dBSPL for
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Table 6.1: Transconductance stage’s parameters.

Parameter Value

M0 W = 10 µm, L = 5 µm

M1,M2 W = 90 µm, L = 5 µm

M3,M4 W = 270 µm, L = 5 µm

M5,M6 W = 168 µm, L = 1 µm

Rgain R = 4 kΩ

Vbias V = 750 mV

NM and LP modes, respectively. Simulations of the Gm stage powered

at VDDA = 1.5 V and employing a capacitive model for the DBP MEMS

microphone, show a THD of 5 % at 122 dBSPL for NM and 7.9 % at

117 dBSPL for LP, which are within the specified limit. The obtained SNR

at 94 dBSPL is 70.8 dB-A in NM and 71.2 dB-A in LP. Switching between

modes only requires to change the programmable current sources, without

changing Rgain, M5 and M6.

6.3.2 RO and level shifter

The 11-phase RO and the level shifter (LS) circuit is shown in Figure 6.5.

In the RO, a single-ended inverter is used as a basic delay unit due to the

reduced power consumption and better phase noise performance compared

to the differential inverter configuration. Level shifters connected at the

RO output phases are needed to keep constant logic levels at the input

of the coarse-fine quantization circuit, regardless of the VCO-ADC input

signal [68]. The LS circuit up-converts RO signals by using the RO phase to

be shifted (ϕi) as non-inverted input, and the next RO phase (ϕi+1) as the

inverted input (see Figure 6.5(b)). This way, we benefit from the inversion

property of the RO delay units, avoiding the need for additional regulators

with a copy of the RO input level voltage. The PMOS transistors (M1-M6)

of the LS have W/L = 360 nm/240 nm, while the NMOS devices (M7 and

M8) are W/L = 1.8 µm/240 nm and W/L = 1.08 µm/240 nm, respectively.

The implemented RO is the result of an iterative optimization ap-

plying the methodology proposed in Chapter 2, to find a suitable de-

sign in terms of noise, gain and linearity, only by means of PSS and
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LS1

i(t)

w1(t) w2(t) w11(t)

Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 Φ11
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LS2 LS11
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M21

M22

(a)

VDDD

M1 M2

M3 M4

M5 M6

M7 M8

wi(t)

Φi Φi+1

(b)

Figure 6.5: (a) 11-phase RO; (b) level shifter architecture.

PNOISE simulations. The single-ended inverters of the final RO design

have W/L = 25.2 µm/800 nm for the PMOS transistors (M1,M3,...,M21),

and W/L = 15 µm/400 nm for the NMOS (M2,M4,...,M22). With these

parameters, the RO achieves a rest frequency (f 0) of 30.8 MHz and a gain

(kVCO) of 89.6 MHz/V in NM mode. In the LP case, f 0 = 10.2 MHz and

kVCO = 67.4 MHz/V.
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Figure 6.6 shows the simulated DR for the oscillator in a differential

configuration, estimated for both operating modes, LP and NM, applying

the oscillator design methodology and associated equations presented in

Chapter 2.
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Figure 6.6: Simulated DR (A-Weighted) for the oscillator in the

differential configuration and for different input levels referred to

94 dBSPL = 12 mVRMS: (a) NM mode; (b) LP mode.
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Simulations including a model for the MEMS microphone and the Gm

stage, show a SNR of 77.6 dB-A for NM and 81.2 dB-A for LP, at 94 dBSPL.

In both modes, according to simulations, the THD for the AOP is below

2 %, mainly due to the differential configuration, which allows even har-

monics to be cancelled.

In the proposed ADC, the limit in terms of linearity is imposed by the

Gm stage. The CCO contribution respect to this is minimum due to the

differential configuration and its good matching. Moreover, the in-band

noise floor is caused by the thermal noise of the Gm stage. In this case,

since the A-Weighting filter is used, the flicker noise is of lesser concern, as

will be shown from the measurement results presented in next section.

6.4 Experimental results

The proposed coarse-fine VCO-ADC with sampling synchronization by

data scrambling has been fabricated in a 130 nm CMOS process. Fig-

ure 6.7 shows the die dimensions and the main blocks distribution inside

the integrated circuit. The die total area is 1.69 mm2, but only an active

area of 0.04 mm2 is occupied by the VCO-ADC. The remaining area is

used for testing purpose blocks and for the data interface circuitry.

As in ASIC I of this dissertation, the ROs have been placed well spaced

in the layout and protected using guard rings to avoid the injection-locking

effect. In this implementation, the ASIC pads include similar signals to

Transconductor

Ring Oscillators

Level Shifters and 
Quantization & demodulation block

1
2
3

1300µ
m

1300µm

1
23

NM LPVDDA= 1.5 V

VDDD= 1.2 V

VDDA= 1.5 V

VDDD= 1.2 V

Figure 6.7: Die micrograph and power consumption distribution.
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those included in ASIC I, but some extra pads are needed to control the

operating modes and for new testing options, such as the possibility to se-

lect the ADC data output bit format between the 10-bit two’s complement

sequence or the noise-shaper single-bit PDM stream.

The ADC performance was evaluated by using silicon capacitors con-

nected into the ADC input. The differential ADC input signals are applied

with an audio generator through these silicon capacitors, mimicking the

voltage levels at the MEMS output. All the measurements were done with

a commercial R&S® UPV audio analyser and applying the A-Weighting

filter to the converter output data on the UPV analyser, as usual in au-

dio applications. All the data post-processing was done on a PC using

MATLAB®.

Figure 6.8 shows the spectra resulting from applying a 1 kHz tone in the

audio generator, with an amplitude equivalent to the signal generated by

1 Pa of sound pressure in the MEMS microphone. These spectra have been

obtained from the single-bit PDM output of the 4th-order noise-shaper.

At 94 dBSPL, the measured SNDR is 68.7 dB-A for the NM mode and

65.9 dB-A for LP. Note that, in both operating modes of Figure 6.8, the

contribution of the flicker noise is minimized by the A-Weighting filter

applied.
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Figure 6.8: Measured A-Weighted spectrum for an input signal of 94 dBSPL

(12 mVrms) at 1 kHz: (a) NM mode; (b) LP mode.

The dynamic ranges of Figure 6.9 are obtained by applying an ampli-

tude level sweep of the 1 kHz input tone in both modes. Measurements

show a peak SNR of 89.7 dB-A in NM and 81.1 dB-A in LP. The peak

SNDR reaches 73.8 dB-A in NM and 66.4 dB-A in LP.
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Figure 6.9: Measured A-Weighted DR for different input levels referred to

94 dBSPL = 12 mVRMS: (a) NM mode; (b) LP mode.

The SNDR at the AOP is above 20 dB-A in both modes, which is

enough for low cost digital microphones [40]. Also, the ADC performance

was evaluated in the -20 ◦C to 50 ◦C temperature range, as shown in the

DR of Figure 6.10 for NM and LP modes.
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Figure 6.10: Measured A-Weighted DR for different input levels referred

to 94 dBSPL = 12 mVRMS vs. Temp.: (a) LP mode, (b) NM mode.

Although in the proposed VCO-ADC no action has been taken for the

temperature dependence, in the measured range the average SNDR varia-

tion is 3 dB-A in both operating modes, which does not significantly impact

the ADC performance. Nevertheless, the robustness against temperature

can be improved with a control mechanism for the Gm gain and dc bias

current stabilization and consequently, the RO rest frequency adjustment.

Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the power supply rejection ratio (PSRR)

measurements for the analog and digital power supplies in both modes.

The PSRR has been estimated by applying a 100 mVPP tone at 1 kHz

in one of the VCO-ADC single-ended inputs, and measuring the result-

ing attenuation when the same tone is applied to modulate each of the

power supplies pins. The PSRR measured is above 80 dB for the analog

(VDDA = 1.5 V) and the digital (VDDD = 1.2 V) power supplies in both

modes. The main reasons for these high PSRR results lie in the use of a dif-

ferential configuration in the CCOs, and the excellent oscillator matching

due to the large inverter sizes.

Measurements show a total power consumption of 240 µW in NM and

77 µW in LP, with the power distribution of Figure 6.7. Note that more

than 50 % of the power consumption in both operating modes corresponds

to the digital supply, showing that this mostly digital architecture can ben-
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Figure 6.11: Measured PSRR in NM mode: (a) VDDA; (b) VDDD.

efit from the power consumption reduction due to technology downscaling.

Table 6.2 shows the comparison of the proposed VCO-ADC with prior

art audio ADCs. This work achieves a FoMS, estimated from Equation 5.1

and using the DRA-Weighted, of 176.2 dB in NM and 173.1 dB in LP, with

the lowest power consumption and a significant saving in area, compared

to the other non-VCO-based ADC topologies.
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Figure 6.12: Measured PSRR in LP mode: (a) VDDA; (b) VDDD.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced a mostly digital VCO-ADC that can

directly interface a capacitive MEMS acoustical sensor. The ADC is based

on two ROs and an energy-efficient coarse-fine quantization circuitry with

sampling synchronization by data scrambling. This technique is essential
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Table 6.2: Performance summary and comparison with prior art.

This work [40] [30] [69] LP [69] ST

Tech. [nm] 130 130 130 180 180

Supply Volt. [V] 1.5/1.2 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8

BW [kHz] 8 20 20 20 4 20

fs [MHz] 0.768 2.4 20 3.072 0.768 2.4

SNDRpeak [dB] - 76.6 - 80 80

SNDRpeak [dB-A] 66.4 73.8 78.9 72 - -

DR [dB] - 98.5 - 85 96

DRA-Weighted [dB] 93 97 103 113 - -

FoMS [dB] 173.1 176.2 174 182.7 159.9 169.2

Power [µW] 77 240 560 2160 130 950

Area [mm2] 0.04 0.04 - 0.4 0.4

in mitigating metastability and timing errors.

The use of this glitch-free coarse-fine quantization method in the pro-

posed ADC, enables a very low power consumption in the digital post-

processing circuit, making it an interesting alternative for low cost digital

microphones.

The implemented chip in 130 nm CMOS technology works in two dif-

ferent operating modes. In a normal mode it reaches 97 dB-A of DR,

68.7 dB-A of SNDR at 94 dBSPL, and 73.8 dB-A of SNDR peak in a 20 kHz

bandwidth with a power consumption of 240 µW. In a low power mode it

achieves 93 dB-A of DR, 65.9 dB-A of SNDR at 94 dBSPL, and 66.4 dB-A

of SNDR peak in a reduced bandwidth of 8 kHz with a power consumption

of only 77 µW, well below the state of art audio ADCs presenting similar

performances. A significant saving in area is also reported.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future works

In this thesis we have demonstrated the feasibility of implementing time-

encoding-based ADCs for the readout circuit of capacitive MEMS micro-

phones. The open-loop VCO-ADC prototypes presented in this work have

been designed using basically ROs and digital circuitry to carry out the

analog-to-digital conversion.

During the initial stage of this research work, the focus was on the

proper characterisation of the oscillator as a key component of a VCO-

ADC, specifically the inverted-based RO. The task of selecting a suitable

oscillator to meet the requirements of a VCO-ADC for a MEMS micro-

phone imposes a highly iterative design process, in which a trade-off must

be found between oscillation frequency, number of output phases, power

consumption and phase noise. This implied that long transient simulations

employed in the oscillator design stage had to be replaced by a more ef-

ficient simulation method, without sacrificing the accuracy. Therefore, a

novel simulation strategy enabling the iterative design of oscillators was

introduced. Moreover, one of the impairments that limits the VCO-ADC

resolution is the flicker noise. In this work it has been proposed an ar-

chitecture to mitigate this source of noise in a capacitive MEMS readout

circuit, wherein a differential sensor is connected as the load of a RO. How-

ever, the performance of the proposed technique can be limited in a real

implementation by the MEMS sensor parasitics. Then, two different ar-

chitectures were developed to interface the MEMS microphone. The first

one is based on a TDC to maximize the ADC resolution. The second one

proposes a robust method to implement an efficient coarse-fine VCO-ADC

quantization circuit.
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More specifically, the main contributions of this thesis are the following:

■ The analysis of the oscillator phase noise and non-linearity influence

on the dynamic range of a VCO-ADC presented in Chapter 2, which

serves as the basis of the IRPN model described for the oscillator

dynamic range estimation.

� The IRPN model presented in Chapter 2 which allows the iterative

optimization of the oscillator design in a VCO-ADC. By using this

methodology, the SNR, SNDR and THD of an oscillator can be accu-

rately estimated by means of PSS and PNOISE simulations, reducing

the computation time employed by the standard transient noise sim-

ulations.

� The capacitive MEMS readout circuit intended for the flicker noise

mitigation in a single-ended RO introduced in Chapter 2. An equiv-

alent technique to conventional chopping in analog circuits has been

used to modulate the oscillator flicker noise to frequencies out of

the audio band. The effectiveness of the proposed architecture has

been demonstrated by transistor-level simulations in a 130 nm CMOS

technology.

� The digital delay-line-based TDC quantization architecture for the

open-loop VCO-ADC introduced in Chapter 3. It has been shown

that the VCO-ADC resolution can be improved just by using a delay

line connected to one of the oscillator output phases, which results in

a valid method to artificially increase the system sampling frequency.

One of the advantages of this VCO quantization architecture is that

the ADC output bitstream can be accommodated in a single-bit or a

multi-bit sequence with the same resolution, according to the delay

line post-processing circuit implementation. This flexibility in the

output bit format can be useful in a MEMS microphone ADC to

support different audio protocols. However, non-idealities like mis-

match in the delay line units and clock jitter can limit the resolution

achieved with this quantization topology. A practical implementation

of the VCO-based TDC for a MEMS microphone has been proposed

in Chapter 5. The prototype implemented in a 130 nm CMOS pro-

cess achieved a 100 dB-A dynamic range with a power consumption
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of 1.35 mW. Even though the power dissipation obtained is still high

for current MEMS microphone requirements, a mostly digital VCO-

ADC has been presented as a candidate to replace the traditional

Σ∆ modulators used in these audio interfaces.

� The data-scrambling-based coarse-fine architecture for the quantiza-

tion circuit of a VCO-ADC proposed in Chapter 4. The coarse-fine

quantization method has been shown as one of the most efficient

implementations in terms of area and power consumption for the

frequency-to-digital conversion in a VCO-ADC. Nevertheless, some

errors due to metastability and asynchrony between coarse and fine

circuitry can degrade the converter SNR. Such errors are mitigated

with the data-scrambling-based solution introduced. An experimen-

tal validation of the proposed coarse-fine architecture for a VCO-

ADC interfacing a MEMS microphone has been presented in Chap-

ter 6. The prototype fabricated in a 130 nm CMOS process occupies

an active area of 0.04 mm2 with a power consumption of 240 µW,

reaching a dynamic range of 97 dB-A in the 20 kHz audio BW. In

addition, a low power mode with relaxed specifications for the 8 kHz

BW has been implemented. In this mode the power consumption is

reduced to 77 µW with a dynamic range equals 93 dB-A. The FoM

achieved with this mostly-digital VCO-ADC realisation confirms that

the time-encoding circuits can compete with the classical Σ∆-based

ADCs traditionally used for MEMS microphone interfaces.

With these results, future research works could be oriented to:

� More in-depth investigation on possible architectures and technolo-

gies to reduce the flicker noise limitation for converters with a low

input signal bandwidth, like the VCO-ADCs used in audio applica-

tions.

� Modification of the proposed coarse-fine architecture for a further

optimization in the power consumption of the VCO-ADC quantiza-

tion circuit. The coarse counter can be implemented with an asyn-

chronous architecture, reducing this way the number of Flip Flops
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operating at the RO speed. In addition, the edge-triggered phase reg-

ister can be replaced by a circuit that samples the RO state at the

system clock frequency. By doing this, the LS dependence in the fine

oscillator phases can be eliminated. These modifications would lead

to a reconsideration of the current data-scrambling-based method in

favour of an alternative solution to avoid metastability and synchro-

nization errors.

� Design and implementation of a VCO-ADC for a capacitive MEMS

microphone with an extended dynamic range, keeping the power con-

sumption optimized. This can be achieved by finding a proper bal-

ance between number of phases and oscillation frequency in the VCO.

� Implementation of a VCO-ADC with a seamless transition between

operating modes to avoid audible artifacts when switching modes.

� Evaluation of implementation of the proposed architectures in smaller

CMOS technology nodes.
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